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Abstract

Characterizing the full range of damage and plastic behaviour of asphalt
mixtures under varying strain-rates and stress states is a complex and challeng-
ing task. One reason for this is partly due to the strain rate and temperature
dependent nature of the material as well as the variation in the properties of
the constituent materials that make up the composite asphalt mixture. Exist-
ing stress-based models for asphalt concrete materials are developed based on
mechanics principles, but these models are, however, limited in their applica-
tion for actual pavement analysis and design since rate dependency parameters
are needed in the constitutive model to account for the influence of the strain
rate on the stress-based yield and evolution criteria. Till date, we are yet to
arrive at simple and comprehensive constitutive models that can be used to
model the behaviour of asphalt mixture over a wide range of strain-rate which
is experienced in the actual pavement sections. The aim of this thesis is to de-
velop an increased understanding of the strength and deformation mechanism
of asphalt mixtures through multi-scale modeling and to develop simple and
comprehensive continuum models to characterize the non-linear behaviour of
the material under varying stress-states and conditions. An analysis framework
is developed for the evaluation of the influence of asphalt mixture morphology
on its mechanical properties and response using X-Ray CT and digital image
processing techniques. The procedure developed in the analysis framework is
then used to investigate the existence of an invariant critical energy threshold
for meso-crack initiation which serves as the basis for the development of a
theory for the development of energy-based damage and plastic deformation
models for asphalt mixtures. A new energy-based viscoelastic damage model
is developed and proposed based on continuum damage mechanics (CDM) and
the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. A second order damage variable
tensor is introduced to account for the distributed damage in the material in
the different principal damage directions. In this way, the material response in
tension and compression can be decoupled and the effects of both tension- and
compression stress states on the material behaviour can be accounted for ade-
quately. Based on the finding from the energy-based damage model, an equiv-
alent micro-crack stress approach is developed and proposed for the damage
and fracture characterization of asphalt mixtures. The effective micro-crack
stress approach takes account of the material stiffness and a critical energy
threshold for micro-crack initiation in the characterization of damage and frac-
ture properties of the mixture. The effective micro-crack stress approach is
developed based on fundamental mechanics principles and it reduces to the
Griffith’s energy balance criterion when purely elastic materials are considered
without the need for the consideration of the surface energy and a crack size
in the determination of the fracture stress. A new Continuum Plasticity Me-
chanics (CPM) model is developed within the framework of thermodynamics to
describe the plastic behaviour of asphalt concrete material with energy-based
criteria derived for the initiation and evolution of plastic deformation. An in-
ternal state variable termed the "plasticity variable" is introduced to described
the distributed dislocation movement in the microstructure. The CPM model
unifies aspects of existing elasto-plastic and visco-plastic theories in one the-
ory and shows particular strength in the modeling of rate-dependent plastic
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behaviour of materials without the need for the consideration of rate depen-
dency parameters in the constitutive relationships. The CPM model is further
extended to consider the reduction in the stiffness properties with incremen-
tal loading and to develop a unified energy-based damage and plasticity model.
The models are implemented in a Finite Element (FE) analysis program for the
validation of the models. The result shows that the energy-based damage and
plastic deformation models are capable of predicting the behaviour of asphalt
concrete mixtures under varying stress-states and strain-rate conditions. The
work in this thesis provides the basis for the development of more fundamental
understanding of the asphalt concrete material response and the application of
sound and solid mechanics principles in the analysis and design of pavement
structures.

Keywords: energy-based models, damage, X-ray computed tomography, con-
tinuum plasticity mechanics CPM, effective micro-crack stress
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Sammanfattning

En heltäckande karakterisering av skador och plastiska beteende hos as-
faltblandningar under varierande belastningshastighet och spänningstillstånd
är en komplex och svår uppgift. En orsak till detta är relaterat till materialets
belastningshastighet- och temperaturberoende, såväl som variationen i mate-
rialegenskaperna hos de ingående komponenterna i den sammansatta asfalt-
blandningen. Befintliga spänningsbaserade modeller för asfaltbetongmaterial är
utvecklade baserade på mekanikprinciper, men dessa modeller är begränsade
när det gäller analys och design av verkliga asfaltsbeläggningar eftersom hastig-
hetsberoende parametrar behövs i den konstitutiva modellen även med hänsyn
till töjningshastighetens inverkan på kriterier för gränser och utveckling av
spänningstillstånd. Det finns därför behov av att utveckla enkla men ändå hel-
täckande konstitutiva modeller som kan användas för att modellera beteendet
hos asfaltmassan över ett brett spektrum av belastningshastigheter för olika av
sektioner asfaltsbeläggningar. Syftet med denna avhandling är att öka förståel-
sen av hållfasthets- och deformationsmekanismer för asfaltblandningar genom
multi-modellering. Målet är att utveckla enkla och heltäckande kontinuummo-
deller som karakteriserar materialets olinjära beteende under varierande spän-
ningstillstånd och betingelser. Ett analysramverk har utvecklats för utvärdering
av påverkan av asfaltmassans morfologi på dess mekaniska egenskaper och be-
teende med hjälp av röntgendatortomografi och digital bildbehandlingsteknik.
Detta förfarande har sedan använts för att undersöka förekomsten av innebo-
ende kritiska tröskelvärden för brottenergin för mesosprickinitiering vilket i sin
tur ligger till grund för utvecklingen av en teori för modellering av energibasera-
de skador och plastisk deformation hos asfaltblandningar. En ny energidensitet
baserad viskoelastisk skademodell utvecklas och föreslås utgå från kontinuum-
skade-mekanik (CDM) och termodynamik för irreversibla processer. En andra
ordningens skadevariabeltensor införs för att ta hänsyn till skadedistributionen
i materialen i de olika principiella skaderiktningarna. På detta sätt kan materi-
alets respons i drag- och tryckbelastning separeras och effekterna av spännings-
tillstånd i både drag och tryck kan beaktas på ett adekvat sätt. Baserat på re-
sultaten från den energibaserade skademodellen utvecklas och föreslås en mot-
svarande metod för mikrosprickspänning gällande skade- och brottkarakterise-
ringen av asfaltblandningar. Metoden för den effektiva mikrosprickspänningen
tar hänsyn till materialets styvhet och en kritisk tröskelenergi för mikrospricki-
nitiering för karakteriseringen av skador och brottegenskaper hos blandningen.
Denna metod är utvecklad baserat på grundläggande mekanikprinciper och
kan för rent elastiska material reduceras till Griffiths energibalanskriterium ut-
an hänsyn till ytenergi och sprickstorlek vid bestämningen av brottspänningen.
En ny termodynamikbaserad modell för kontinuumplasticitetsmekanik (CPM)
utvecklas för att beskriva det plastiska beteendet hos asfaltbetongmaterial med
energibaserade kriterier härledda för initiering och progression av plastisk de-
formation. En intern tillståndsvariabel kallad plasticitetvariabeln"införs för att
beskriva den fördelade dislokationsrörelsen i mikrostrukturen. CPM-modellen
förenar befintliga elasto-plastiska och visko-plastiska teorier i en teori och vi-
sar sig vara särskilt effektiv i modelleringen av hastighetsberoende plastiskt
beteende hos material utan att behöva beakta hastighetsberoende parametrar
i de konstitutiva sambanden. CPM-modellen utvidgas ytterligare för att kun-
na beakta reduktionen av styvheten med stegvis ökad belastning och för att
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utveckla en enhetlig energibaserad skade- och plasticitetmodell. Modellerna är
implementerade i ett finit element (FE)-analysprogram för validering av model-
lerna. Resultatet visar att de energibaserade modellerna för skador och plastisk
deformation kan förutsäga beteendet hos asfaltbetongblandningar under vari-
erande spänningstillstånd och töjningshastighetsförhållanden. Arbetet i denna
avhandling utgör grunden för utvecklingen av mer grundläggande förståelse av
asfaltbetongmaterialets respons och tillämpningen av sunda och robusta me-
kanikprinciper i analys och design av asfaltstrukturer.

Nyckelord: energibaserade modeller, skador, röntgendatortomografi, kontinu-
umplasticitetsmekanik CPM, effektiv mikrosprickspänning
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Asphalt concrete is a composite material made up of aggregates, bitumen binder
and air voids. Cracking and permanent deformation are the major types of distress
in asphalt concrete pavement structure. Fatigue cracking and permanent deforma-
tion in asphalt pavements are mainly as a result of repetitive application of traffic
load on the pavement over a period of time. Fatigue cracking is manifested in
asphalt pavements by the presence of randomly distributed or longitudinal crack
on the surface of the pavement, while permanent deformation are manifested by
the formation of depression along the wheel path in the longitudinal direction of
the road pavement. Load-induced bending due to application of traffic load is the
primary mechanism responsible for the development of fatigue cracking in asphalt
pavements. The development of permanent deformation in asphalt concrete is usu-
ally attributed to the dislocation movement of the aggregates in the micro-structure
of the mixture.

In the material level, the mechanisms for the development of cracking and perma-
nent deformation in asphalt concrete mixtures are influenced by the arrangement of
the internal structure of the asphalt mixture and hence, the morphology. The effect
of the asphalt mixture internal structure on its performance received considerable
attention in the literature. Recent attempts in the field are focused on combining
experimental investigations with numerical modeling. For instance, Souza et al.
(2012) studied the effects of aggregate angularity and binder content on bituminous
mixture and related these effects to materials fracture resistance. It was concluded
that the fracture energy is increased as the aggregate angularity is decreased and
the binder content increased. In Chen et al. (2005), the effect of coarse aggregate
shape on rutting performance of asphalt concrete mixtures has been evaluated. The
authors proposed a measure of the combined effect of the particle shape, angular-
ity, and surface texture referred to as Particle Index (PI) to define the stability of
an aggregate in the mix. The air voids content, and bitumen content and voids
in mineral aggregates (VMA) have also been related to mixture performance, e.g.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Epps et al. (2002); Kandhal and Chakraborty (1996b). The VMA has been related
to the durability of mixtures and its ability to resist changes in the hot mix asphalt
(HMA) properties. Inadequate VMA can result to rapid oxidization of the asphalt
which could make the pavement too brittle which leads to cracking, e.g. Chadbourn
et al. (2000). Inadequate air voids content can have an adverse effect on the mixture
performance and is mainly manifested in asphalt pavements as bleeding and rutting
of the asphalt pavement, e.g. Epps et al. (2002). The effect of asphalt binder film
thickness on mixture performance was investigated in Kandhal and Chakraborty
(1996a). It was found that there is a correlation between the asphalt binder film
thickness and the mixture tensile strength, tensile strain, resilient modulus and
ageing susceptibility. Mixtures with low asphalt binder film thickness have higher
strength and stiffness properties.

Asides from the influence of the asphalt internal structure on the mixture per-
formance, the structure of the pavement layers also plays a significant role in the
transfer of traffic load from the surface of the pavement to the underlying layers
which influences the development of distress in the asphalt pavement material. For
example, in thin pavement layers with weak base layer material, fatigue cracking
usually initiate at the bottom of the pavement and propagates to the top, while
in thick pavement layers, the crack usually initiate at the top due to tensile stress
accumulation at the surface of the pavement in addition to outward shear stresses
developed due to the pavement-tire interaction. Other secondary factors that in-
fluence the mechanisms of fatigue crack development in asphalt pavements include,
environmental effect, subgrade/unbound granular material condition, moisture con-
dition of the pavement structure, hardening of the asphalt concrete material with
time due to ageing of the binder, healing of the asphalt material, amongst others.

The first major effort to develop an understanding of the asphalt concrete be-
haviour was from the mid-1950s to the early 1960s Huang (1993). Two different
road tests were performed under controlled conditions to observe the response of
asphalt concrete road sections with different geometrical designs when subjected
to varying load conditions. The first test was the WASHO Road Test conducted
in Malad, Idaho to investigate the relative effects of four different axle loadings
on flexible pavement performance. The second test was the AASHO Road Test
carried out to determine relationships between the performance of asphalt concrete
pavements and different magnitude and arrangement of axle loads in 1962. The
most recent national study was the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP)
in 1987. The SHRP was aimed at conducting a long-term pavement performance
evaluation of asphalt concrete pavements and to establish a national pavement-
performance data base (NPPDB) to store the data obtained during the long term
pavement performance study Huang (1993). The different road tests and studies
mentioned above only focused on the influence of varying loading conditions on
the observed pavement response and have not considered any fundamental study
and understanding of the asphalt concrete behaviour itself. It has studied the as-
phalt concrete response at the structural level while at the material level, there
is a gap of knowledge and understanding of the constitutive laws that govern the
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material behaviour. The results from the previous studies led to the development
of different design procedures for asphalt concrete pavement. The first was the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
design procedure which was replaced by the mechanistic-empirical pavement design
guide (MEPDG) in 1993 due to the fact that AASHTO design guide does not to
incorporate significant material properties into the design procedure ARA (2004).
The MEPDG uses mechanics approach and relationships to determine the stress
and strain distributions in an asphalt concrete pavement due to the application of
traffic load while empirical relationships between the stress-strain response and the
observed pavement performance is used development criteria for the different ob-
servable distresses in flexible pavements. However, the MEPDG does not consider
any fundamental measure of the material’s resistance to plasticity and fracture in
the pavement response prediction. For example, the fatigue failure model used in
the MEPDG is based on the Miner’s rule, which is used to determine the number
of cycles to failure using empirical relationships to relate the strain response to the
observed distress in the pavement without consideration of the strength degradation
as a result of accumulated distress in the material. Notwithstanding, the MEPDG
provides an excellent platform for the further development and integration of more
rigorous mechanics-based approach in the design and analysis of flexible pavements.

Due to the limitations of the MEPDG, a lot of research effort today is targeted
towards the development of mechanistic pavement analysis design procedures and
models to eliminate the empiricism associated with existing MEPDG for pavement
analysis and design. Mechanics-based models rely on the fundamental principles
of mechanics to describe the behaviour of asphalt under varying load and environ-
mental conditions. Some of the mechanics-based model are developed using the
stress-based approach where a stress threshold is used to distinguish between linear
and non-linear material response, e.g., Darabi et al. (2012, 2011) proposed a three
dimensional constitutive model for nonlinear response and healing of asphaltic mate-
rials. The stress-based mechanics model provide good material response prediction
under controlled strain rate conditions. However, strain-rate dependency parame-
ters are required to be determined and considered in the constitutive models for the
prediction of material response under corresponding strain-rate conditions. Other
class of the mechanics-based model are based on the energy and considers fun-
damental material properties such as energy-thresholds to define the resistance of
asphalt materials to the development and evolution of damage. For instance, the
Hot-Mix Asphalt Fracture Mechanics (HMA-FM) introduced by Roque et al. (1999)
identifies the existence of fundamental crack growth thresholds below which only
healable micro-damage develops and above which non-healable crack initiation or
growth occurs in asphalt mixtures. These energy thresholds are identified as the
Dissipated Creep Strain Energy (DCSE) and the Fracture Energy (FE). Kim and
Little (1990) developed a one-dimensional constitutive model of asphalt concrete un-
der repetitive load conditions. The viscoelastic continuum damage (VECD) based
on the principle of work potential Schapery (1990) have been used to characterize
damage in asphalt mixtures by numerous researchers e.g., Kim et al. (2002); Lee
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et al. (2000); Lee and Kim (1998); Sullivan (2008). The key concept in the VECD
model is the relationship between the amount of damage (damage variable, S) and
the pseudosecant modulus (C) which is used to obtain the damage characteristic
curve. However, the failure in the VECD model is defined as a 50% reduction
in the initial material stiffness. Onifade et al. (2015a) developed an energy-based
viscoelastic damage and fracture model for modeling of asphalt concrete mixture
performance with criteria established for micro-crack initiation, propagation and
macro-crack formation. Energy-based mechanics models can be used to capture the
strain-rate effect in the constitutive model in an easier and more efficient manner.
Generally, these mechanics-based models consider the mechanism of the strength
and degradation of asphalt concrete mixtures in a manner that allows the consid-
eration of complex phenomena such as healing which are non-existent in existing
Mechanistic-Empirical (ME) pavement design guide.

Differences between model prediction and observed asphalt concrete pavement
response results in the introduction of field shift parameters to account for the dis-
crepancies between laboratory observed behaviour and actual pavement response.
These discrepancies are due partly to the differences in the material stress-sates and
conditions between the laboratory and the field condition. In the laboratory, the
material is subjected to loading conditions with predetermined strain rate to char-
acterize the linear and non-linear material behaviour. However, in actual pavement
sections, the stress-states in the pavement material under the influence of loading
are much more complex with a wide range of strain-rate variability, the extent that
cannot be fully simulated in the laboratory to obtain the corresponding strain-rate
dependency parameters necessary in the constitutive models to spatially describe
the corresponding material behaviour. For this reason, the stress-based approach
which requires strain-rate dependency parameters to describe the corresponding
material response at variable strain rate conditions is not adequate to consider the
full range of variability in loading conditions and strain rate in actual pavement
materials. A practical approach to get rid of the limitation associated with existing
stress-based models is through the introduction of a new set of constitutive models
that can account for the influence of the strain-rate on the constitutive behaviour
of the materials without the need for the introduction of strain-rate dependency
parameters to accurately predict the material response under variable load applica-
tions and strain rates.

In this work, we have resorted to the development of new energy-based constitu-
tive models for the modeling of damage and plastic behaviour of asphalt materials.
The new energy-based plasticity model unifies aspects of existing plasticity theories
for rate-dependent and rate-independent materials and also provides a framework
within which the response of the material under variable strain rates can be de-
termined without the need for the introduction of strain rate dependency parame-
ters. The development of energy-based constitutive material models will result in
better understanding of the material under variable stress states, better correla-
tion of experimental observations and pavement performance, decreased need for
experimental-field shift factors to fit experimental and field observations and the
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decreased need for extensive calibration for the model implementation.

1.2 Objectives
The objectives of the work in this thesis is divided into six categories and presented
below:

1. To develop and incorporate the relationships between the asphalt mixture
morphology and the key mixture properties in an analysis framework to pre-
dict the top-down crack initiation in asphalt pavements.

2. To investigate the influence of changing asphalt morphology on the mechanical
performance of asphalt concrete mixture for better understanding of the as-
phalt concrete strength and deformation mechanisms using micromechanical
modeling techniques.

3. To establish mechanics basis for the development of an energy-based damage
and plasticity model based on observations from the micromechanical analysis.

4. To develop an energy-based damage and fracture model for asphalt concrete
mixture characterization that incorporate key mixture properties in the de-
scription of the micro-crack initiation and macro-crack formation processes.

5. To develop an energy-based plasticity model for asphalt mixture characteri-
zation for rate-dependent and rate-independent materials.

6. To develop a unified energy-based damage plasticity framework for asphalt
mixture characterization.

1.3 Content Overview
The thesis is divided into three parts. The first part is focused on the implementa-
tion of morphology-based material models in an analysis framework for predicting
top-down cracking initiation. Relationships between morphological parameter and
key mixture properties are developed using data from asphalt field cores. The second
part is focused on the investigation of the influence of the asphalt morphology on the
strength and degradation mechanisms in asphalt mixtures using micro-mechanical
modeling techniques. The third part is focused on the development of a thermody-
namic framework for energy-based damage and fracture characterization based on
the observations and understanding derived from the first and second parts.





Chapter 2

Theories

The existing and new theories used for the developments in this thesis are presented
in this chapter. The Asphalt morphology framework is used for the characterization
of the asphalt mixture morphology and to obtain micro-structural morphological pa-
rameters used in the mechanics-based crack initiation framework and for the multi-
scale analysis. The Hot-Mix-Asphalt (HMA) Fracture Mechanics is an existing
theory used for the characterization of the fracture behaviour of asphalt mixtures.
The HMA-FM serves as the point of departure for the development of the damage
and fracture model. The Mechanics-based crack initiation prediction framework,
energy-based damage and fracture model, effective micro-crack stress approach,
continuum plasticity mechanics (CPM) and the unified energy-based damage and
plasticity model in sections 2.3 - 2.8 are all newly developed and formulated theories
presented in this thesis.

2.1 Asphalt Morphology Framework

The asphalt morphology framework presented in Das et al. (2013); Lira et al. (2012);
Yideti et al. (2013) is used to characterize the morphology of the asphalt concrete
mixture used in the study. The morphology of asphalt mixtures can be defined
as the volumetric composition of the constituent materials as well as their spatial
distribution within the mixture. The morphology framework can be used to cate-
gorize the aggregates in the asphalt mixture into four different groups namely, the
primary structure, the secondary structure, the oversized particles, and the filler
particles. The primary structure is the main load carrying structure in the mix and
it is made up of interacting aggregate particle sizes. The main idea is that there is a
range of particle size that interacts to form the main load carrying structure in the
mixture. The secondary structure consists of particle sizes smaller than the primary
load carrying structures and fills the voids inside the primary structure. The sec-
ondary structure can help in stabilizing the primary structure but too much of the
secondary structure can result in disruption of the load carrying structures. The
oversized particles are those particles with sizes greater than the primary load car-

7
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rying structure and do not contribute to the load carrying capacity of the mixture.
An interaction check between consecutive sieve sizes beginning with the largest sieve
sizes is used to check if the particle sizes retained on the consecutive sieve sizes are
interacting with each other to transfer load in the mixture. Once the four different
structures have been identified, another term called the "Primary Structure" coating
thickness (tps) can be defined. The Primary Structure coating thickness is average
value of the coating of the secondary structure, the mineral filler and the bitumen
all mixed together around the primary structure. The "Primary Structure" coating
thickness is referred to as the "mastic coating thickness" in this thesis. Figure 2.1
shows a description of the mastic coating thickness morphological parameter with
the primary structure particles.

Figure 2.1: Description of the mastic coating thickness morphological parameter

The relationship between the mastic coating thickness and the porosity of the
primary structure is given in Equation 2.1.

tps = 0.95(ηps)1.28 × dp/2 (2.1)

Where:

tps: is the mastic coating thickness

ηps: is the porosity of the primary structure

dp: is the weighted average diameter of the primary structure particles

More information about the morphology framework can be obtained from Das
et al. (2013); Lira et al. (2012); Yideti et al. (2013).
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2.2 Hot-Mix-Asphalt (HMA) Fracture Mechanics

Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) Fracture Mechanics relies on the interpretation of the test
results from the Superpave IDT strength test to identify the existence of fundamen-
tal crack growth thresholds below which only healable microdamage develops and
above which non-healable crack initiation or growth occurs. The existence of these
thresholds was identified by Roque et al. (1999) in their work on the determination
of crack growth rate parameters of asphalt mixtures using the Superpave IDT test.
Zhang et al. (2001b), Zhang et al. (2001a) established that the Dissipated Creep
Strain Energy (DCSE) and Fracture Energy (FE) density limits suitably define the
lower and upper limit of the threshold respectively.

The DCSE and FE limits have been used to simulate the crack growth in HMA
by various researchers including Roque et al. (2002a), Zhang et al. (2001a), Sang-
petngam et al. (2003). Nguyen et al. (2013) proposed a fracture-based fatigue
model where the DCSE and FE are used as parameters to characterize the fatigue
behaviour of different asphalt mixtures. Roque et al. (2004) derived a parameter
termed the "Energy Ratio" derived from the HMA Fracture Mechanics to predict
top-down cracking performance of hot mix asphalt pavements. The Energy Ratio
is defined as the ratio of the DCSE of the mixture obtained from the Superpave
IDT strength test to the DCSE computed due to the applied loading. The DCSE
threshold have also been incorporated in a framework for the prediction of fatigue
cracking in asphalt pavements by Dinegdae et al. (2015). Birgisson et al. (2007)
proposed a strain energy-based fracture model combining an energy-based frac-
ture criterion (accumulated DCSE) with a viscoelastic displacement discontinuity
boundary element method to investigate crack growth in hot mix asphalt materials.

The major contributions of the HMA FM are the understanding of the discontin-
uous step-wise crack growth pattern of asphalt mixtures under fatigue loading and
the establishment of thresholds between healable and non-healable damage Zhang
et al. (2001b), Roque et al. (1999). However, in the interpretation of the Super-
pave IDT using the HMA FM, there is no existing criterion for the development of
micro-damage and no law that governs the evolution of the micro-damage to form
macro-cracks. Interpretation of the Superpave IDT test results that provides the
basis for the introduction of fundamental concepts required to accurately describe
the characterization of materials for specification development, mixture design and
pavement thickness design and performance evaluation should address the processes
associated with micro crack initiation, evolution and macro-crack formation.

The Fracture Energy (FE), Elastic Energy (EE) and Dissipated Creep Strain
Energy (DCSE) can be obtained from the Superpave IDT strength test using Equa-
tions 2.2-2.4. The Fracture Energy is the area under the stress-strain curve up to
the failure strain and the DCSE is deduced as the difference between the FE and
the Elastic Energy (EE). The EE is deduced using the resilient modulus obtained
from the resilient modulus test. Figure 2.2 shows a typical stress-strain response
from the Superpave IDT strength test and the conventional approach used to obtain
the DCSE and EE energy terms.
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Figure 2.2: Typical stress-strain response in the Superpave IDT strength test and
approach for determination of EE and DCSE

FE =
∫ εf

o
σtdε, (2.2)

EE = σt
2

2·Mr
, (2.3)

DCSE = FE − EE, (2.4)

where, σt is the tensile strength, εf is the failure strain and Mr is the resilient
modulus.

2.3 Mechanics-based crack initiation (CI) prediction
framework

The mechanics-based crack initiation (CI) prediction framework was developed
based on the fundamental energy threshold concept from the HMA-FM (Roque
et al., 2002b; Zhang et al., 2001b). The HMA-FM is based on the concept that
there is an energy threshold referred to as the dissipated creep strain energy limit
of asphalt mixtures, which, when exceeded by the induced damage, creates a non-
healable macro crack. The mechanics-based crack initiation accounts for the effect
of healing and degradation in viscoelastic material properties due to ageing during
the service life of the pavement.

The stress and strain response from the pavement response analysis is used to
compute the damage in the pavement structure due to the applied load. Equation
2.5 shows the expression used to compute load associated damage per cycle, where σ
is the stress from the pavement response computation and ε̇pmax is the creep strain
rate of the material. Equation 2.5 shows the damage computation for a haversine
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load function with a load duration of 0.1s and a rest period of 0.9s. Different load
functions can be incorporated into the model for damage computation.

DCSEL/cycle =
∫ 0

0.1
σ·sin(10πt)·ε̇pmax·sin(10πt)·dt (2.5)

The accumulated damage over the total analysis period (ta) is computed using
Equation 2.6 where, ESAL(ti) is the total Equivalent Standard Axle Load for each
analysis period (ti). In this case, an hourly analysis period is considered for response
computation and damage analysis.

DCSEaccum(t) =
ta∑
ti=1

ESAL(ti)·DCSEL/cycle (2.6)

Asphalt mixtures have the capacity to heal induced damage when subjected to
favourable temperature conditions and allowed enough rest period before applica-
tion of further load. The healing of damage in the asphalt pavements is taken into
account through the introduction of a healing potential. The healing potential is
established as a function of the morphological parameter (tp) and the initial Dis-
sipated Creep Strain Energy (DCSEi) of the mixture. The expression derived for
the yearly healing potential is given as:

hym(t) = 1−
([

exp
(
tp
t

)−DCSEi]
norm

)k
(2.7)

where k is a parameter used for the calibration of the model to observed field
performance. k is expressed as a function of the morphology of the material using
the morphological parameter (tp).

The remaining DCSE is obtained after the recovered DCSE due to the healing
is subtracted from the total accumulated DCSE. The remaining DCSE is obtained
using the expression in Equation 2.8.

DCSEremain(t) = DCSEaccum(t)·(1− hym(t)) (2.8)

The critical condition for crack initiation is considered as the state where the
remaining accumulated DCSE in the material due to load application is equal to
the DCSE limit of the material. At this limit state, a crack initiates in the asphalt
pavement which is then propagated by further traffic load application, variations in
environmental condition and moisture infiltration into the surface and underlying
pavement layers. The limit state condition that signals the crack initiation event is
expressed as:

tinit = DCSEremain(t)−DCSElim(t) = 0 (2.9)

where, tinit is the time in years for crack initiation, DCSEremain is the remaining
accumulated DCSE and DCSElim is the DCSE limit of the material at time (t).
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2.4 Energy-based damage and fracture model

Cracking is the predominant damage mechanism in asphalt mixtures at the low tem-
perature range. Cracking in asphalt concrete samples can be generally categorized
into micro-crack initiation, micro-crack coalescence, macro-crack formation and the
macro-crack propagation stages. Characterizing the macro-crack initiation is usu-
ally of major concern as the macro-crack propagation stage follows rapidly once a
macro-crack is formed. Also, the fracture mechanism in asphalt concrete mixtures
prior to and after macro-crack formation can be quite distinct. e.g., Birgisson et al.
(2007); Zhang et al. (2001b). The Displacement Discontinuity Boundary Element
(DDBE) method, the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Discrete Element
Methods (DEM) have been used to satisfactorily model crack propagation in as-
phalt mixtures, e.g., Birgisson et al. (2003); Buttlar et al. (2014); Jenq and Perng
(1991); Song et al. (2006); Wang and Birgisson (2007); Wang et al. (2006).

Asphalt concrete contains a certain amount of air-voids (about 3% to 20% de-
pending on the mixture type) which in terms of fracture mechanics analysis may
be considered as pre-existing defects in the material acting as stress raisers. Pro-
vided that the geometry of the pre-existing flaw is known as well as the viscoelastic
stress distribution in the material, the principles of viscoelastic fracture mechanics
can be used to fully describe the process of fracture initiation and propagation in
a viscoelastic medium Schapery (1975, 1984). However, as it has been shown in
several micromechanical studies, the mechanical properties of the asphalt mixture’s
constituents, the variation in the shape and size of voids as well as the spatial dis-
tribution of the voids inside the asphalt mixture limits the use of the principles
of fracture mechanics for the description of fracture initiation in asphalt concrete
mixtures. e.g., Masad et al. (2002); Onifade et al. (2015b, 2013); Tashman et al.
(2002). Due to these limitations imposed by the non-uniform fracture geometries
and inhomogeneous material properties, various researchers have used the contin-
uum damage approach to model and generalize the damage characterization in
asphalt concrete.

Different damage models exist for the general description of damage in materials.
Amongst the common existing models include the work of Kachanov (1958) where
the damage is expressed in terms of the applied stress. Rabotnov (1969) expressed
the damage in terms of both the applied stress and the strain, while e.g., Cozzarelli
and Bernasconi (1981); Lee et al. (1986) expressed the damage in terms of the creep
strain. In the works of Krajcinovic and Lemaître (1987); Lemaitre and Desmorat
(2005); Lemaitre et al. (1999), an energy-based damage law is used to describe
the damage initiation and failure under monotonic and cyclic loading modes. The
energy-based damage law unifies many particular damage modes such as ductile,
creep, fatigue, quasi-brittle damage with the critical damage densities related to
mesocrack initiation. The energy-based damage model in Krajcinovic and Lemaître
(1987); Lemaitre and Desmorat (2005); Lemaitre et al. (1999) is adapted and further
extended for the damage characterization in viscoelastic asphalt concrete material.
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Model Formulation

In the initial development of the model, a viscoelastic damage formulation based
on energy balance with potentials for the identification of the critical threshold for
micro-crack initiation and its consequent evolution based on thermodynamics of
irreversible processes and Continuum Damage Mechanics. The viscoelastic damage
formulation presented in Onifade et al. (2015a) is based on the principle of strain
equivalence and the damage represented using an isotropic scalar damage variable.

The use of an isotropic scalar damage variable for the material response pre-
diction in the Superpave IDT strength test assumes similar strength characteristics
in tension and compression, which is not a true representation of the behaviour
of asphalt mixtures. This results in an over-estimation of the damage and equal
stiffness reduction irregardless of the stress state at the different positions in the
material. The stress states in the material during the Superpave IDT strength test
is rather complex with a combination of compression, tension and shear stresses at
different geometrical locations. For instance, in the Superpave IDT strength test,
the regions close to the center of the specimen experience a compressive stress in the
vertical direction and a tensile stress in the horizontal direction. The tensile stress in
the horizontal direction results in the opening of micro-voids while the compressive
stress in the vertical direction may result in the closing up of voids in the vertical
direction. This results in the reduction of the material stiffness in the horizontal
direction while the material may retain its integrity in the vertical direction. The
accumulated damage in the horizontal direction induces an anisotropic material
behaviour under loading conditions with increase compliance in the principal dam-
age direction. Therefore, the isotropic damage assumptions may not be adequate
for damage prediction in the Superpave IDT strength test. For this reasons, the
proposed damage model in Onifade et al. (2015a) is further developed to consider
anisotropic damage evolution and the energy equivalence principle presented in this
thesis.

The approach used for the formulation of anisotropic damage in Voyiadjis et al.
(2009), Hansen and Schreyer (1994), Carol et al. (2001), Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis
(2003), Cordebois and Sidoroff (1982) based on the energy equivalence principle
have been adopted and used for the development of the anisotropic viscoelastic
damage model.

The generalized Maxwell model of n-terms with inclusion of a viscous strain (εvi )
from each of the dashpot components is used in the model formulation. The general-
ized Maxwell model is categorized into a long term equilibrium (time-independent)
part with long term equilibrium stiffness (E∞) and a series of non-equilibrium parts
(time-dependent) with different stiffness (Ei) and dashpot viscosity (ηi). The total
strain is additively decomposed into an elastic strain (εei ) and a viscous strain (εvi )
on each Maxwell branch i.e. ε=εei+εvi .

An anisotropic damage representation is utilized using a symmetric second-order
tensor (D) to characterize the damage in the principal damage directions and the
second-order integrity tensor φ is expressed as φ = I−D, where I is a second-order
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identity matrix and principal values of both φ and D varies from 0 to 1.
Considering the energy equivalence principle, the Helmholtz free energy for the

long term and equilibrium part of the Generalized Maxwell model can be written
as:

ψ = 1
2 · [ε : M−1 : Ē∞ : M−T : ε+

n∑
i

(ε− εvi ) : M−1 : Ēi : M−T : (ε− εvi )], (2.10)

where Ē∞ and Ēi are the effective long term and non-equilibrium stiffness of the
ith term of the Generalized Maxwell model, andM is a fourth-order damage tensor.
The derivative of the free energy with respect to the strain ε gives the relationship
between the nominal stress σ and the effective stress σ̄:

σ̄ = M : σ, (2.11)

The relationship between the effective strain and nominal strain is expressed in a
similar manner as:

ε̄ = M−T : ε, (2.12)

where the the fourth-order damage effect tensorM is defined in terms of the integrity
tensor φ (where φ = I −D) according to Voyiadjis et al. (2009) as:

M = 1
2(I ⊗ φ−1 + φ−1 ⊗ I), (2.13)

The matrix representation of M−1 tensor exhibits the diagonal form shown in
Equation 2.14 in the principal axis of damage. A similar representation of the fourth-
order damage tensor was used by Carol et al. (2001), Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis
(2003):

M−1 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

φ(1)
φ(2)

φ(3) √
φ(1)φ(2) √

φ(2)φ(3) √
φ(3)φ(1)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.14)

The relationship between the damaged stiffness and the undamaged (effective)
stiffness for the long term and equilibrium parts can be established from the free
energy in Equation 2.10.

E∞ = M−1 : Ē∞ : M−T , (2.15)

Ei = M−1 : Ēi : M−T , (2.16)
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The long term stiffness and the equilibrium stiffness can be combined and written
in terms of the instantaneous stiffness (Eo) expressed as:

Eo = M−1 : Ēo : M−T , (2.17)

where

Ēo = Ē∞ +
n∑
i

Ēi, (2.18)

The damaged instantaneous stiffness Eo can be written in terms of the effective
Lame’s constants λ̄o and Ḡo and Equation 2.17 is expressed as:

Eo = M−1 : M−T (λ̄o + 2Ḡo) (2.19)

The matrix representation of the stiffness matrix in the principal damage direc-
tion is given as:

Ēi =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

φ2
(1)(λ̄i + 2Ḡi) φ(1)φ(2)λ̄i φ(1)φ(3)λ̄i
φ(2)φ(1)λ̄i φ2

(2)(λ̄i + 2Ḡi) φ(2)φ(3λ̄i
φ(3)φ(1)λ̄i φ(3)φ(2)λ̄i φ2

(3)(λ̄i + 2Ḡi)
φ(1)φ(2)Ḡi

φ(2)φ(3)Ḡi
φ(3)φ(1)Ḡi

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.20)

The thermodynamic dual Y of the damage variable φ is obtained by differenti-
ating the Helmholtz expression in Equation 2.10 by the damage variable to obtain:

Y = −∂ψ
∂φ

= 1
2 · [ε : ∂M

−1

∂φ
: Ē∞ : M−T : ε

+ε : M−1 : Ē∞ : ∂M
−T

∂φ
ε

+
n∑
i

(ε− εvi ) : ∂M
−1

∂φ
: Ēi : M−T : (ε− εvi )

+
n∑
i

(ε− εvi ) : M−1 : Ēi :
∂M−T

∂φ
(ε− εvi )]

(2.21)

To distinguish between the behaviour of asphalt concrete in tension and com-
pression, the spectral decomposition technique introduced by Simo and Ju (1987a),
Simo and Ju (1987b) is used to decompose the stress and strain tensors into positive
and negative components. The spectral decomposition technique is applicable to
both the nominal and effective stress and strain tensors. Similar technique has been
used by Hansen and Schreyer (1994), Voyiadjis et al. (2009). The positive part of
the stress tensor can be extracted as:
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σ+ =
3∑
i=1

< σk > nk ⊗ nk, (2.22)

where σk are the eigenvalues and nk are the corresponding eigenvectors. Similar
technique can be used to obtain the positive and negative components of the strain
tensor. The negative part of the stress tensor can be obtained using the expression
in Equation 2.23

σ− = σ − σ+, (2.23)
Once the positive and negative components of the stress and strain tensor have

been obtained, the damage conjugate (Y ) can then be decomposed to obtain the
positive (Y +) and negative (Y −) parts as well. (Y +) is the damage driving force
under tensile conditions while (Y −) is the driving force under compressive condi-
tions.

The prony series representation of the generalized Maxwell’s model can be in-
troduced and the undamaged (effective) relaxation function written in the form:

Ē(t) = Ē∞ +
n∑
i

Ēi exp−
t
τi , (2.24)

where τi is the ratio of the dashpot viscosity constant (η̄i) and the undamaged
elastic spring constant (Ēi) of the ith dashpot component in the Maxwell model.
The reduction of the stiffness due to damage is accounted for on both the long term
E∞ and the non-equilibrium stiffness Ei and the damaged relaxation modulus can
be expressed as:

E(t) = E∞ +
n∑
i

Ei exp−
t
τi . (2.25)

To simplify the expression for the damage conjugate (Y ) in Equation 2.21, we
take advantage of the prony series representation to re-write the damage conjugate
in terms of the total effective stress σ̄± and the total viscoelastic strain as:

Y ± = 1
2[ε±·σ̄± + σ̄±·ε±], (2.26)

where σ̄ is the summation of the effective long term σ̄∞ and non-equilibrium σ̄i
stress.

Damage initiation and evolution

A non-associative damage formulation is used to derive the criteria for damage
initiation and evolution. The initiation and evolution of damage is considered only
on the positive part of damage conjugate Y +. The micro-crack initiation criteria
is expressed in terms of the micro-crack initiation potential (℘∗1), the critical micro-
crack initiation threshold (℘∗1,c), and the isotropic hardening parameter. The micro-
crack initiation criterion in one principal damage axis is expressed as follows:
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fd = ℘∗1(Y +)− ℘∗1,c(So)−R(r) = 0, (2.27)

Where:

℘∗1(Y +): is the micro-crack initiation potential

℘∗1,c(So): is the critical micro-crack initiation threshold

Y +: is a measure of the strain energy density

So: is an critical energy term obtained from a strength test

The micro-crack initiation potential ℘∗1(Y +) is driven by the thermodynamic
conjugate of the damage variable (Y +) and expressed as:

℘∗1(Y ±) = So
k2 + 1 · (

√
Y + : Y +

2·S0
)k2+1 (2.28)

where k2 and So are material parameters. The critical micro-crack initiation
threshold ℘∗1,c(So) is expressed in terms of k2 and So as:

℘∗1,c(So) = So
k2 + 1 (2.29)

The micro-crack propagation criterion FD which is used to derive the evolution
of damage is expressed as:

FD = ℘∗2(Y +)− α · ℘∗1,c(So)−R(r) = 0, (2.30)

where α is k1/k2. ℘∗2(Y +) is the micro-crack propagation potential and expressed
as:

℘∗2(Y +) = α · So
k2 + 1 · (

√
Y + : Y +

2·S0
)k2+1 (2.31)

The evolution of micro-crack is obtained with respect to the dissipative micro-crack
potential FD by taking the derivative of the dissipation potential. The resulting
power-law type damage evolution law is given as:

Ḋ = λ·∂℘
∗
2(Y +)
∂Y + = k1

k2
· (
√
Y + : Y +

2·S0
)k2 · Y +
√
Y + : Y +

·λ̇ (2.32)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. From Equation 2.32, the material integrity
parameter φ can be expressed as:

φ̇ = I − k1
k2
· (
√
Y + : Y +

2·S0
)k2 · Y +
√
Y + : Y +

·λ̇ (2.33)
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The Lagrange multiplier (λ) is obtained by differentiating the micro-crack prop-
agation criterion (FD) with respect to the hardening function (R) and expressed
as:

ṙ = λ̇ · ∂FD
∂R

= λ̇ (2.34)

The material integrity parameter can then be expressed as:

φ̇ = I − k1
k2
· (
√
Y + : Y +

2·S0
)k2 · Y +
√
Y + : Y +

·ṙ (2.35)

where, k1, k2 and So are material parameters.
This part completes the derivation of the energy-based damage initiation crite-

rion and evolution law.

Macro-crack Formation

The fracture energy obtained by means of differential strain gauge observation in
the Superpave IDT strength test has been used as the energy limit for macro-
crack initiation. It has been shown in several studies that the fracture energy is
a fundamental material property that is independent of stress state and loading
conditions and it is adequate to evaluate mixture fracture potential e.g., (Koh,
2009; Zhang et al., 2001b). The Fracture energy can be predicted using a power-
law type relationship between the material parameter k1 and the mixture fracture
energy (FE) density for the conventional mixtures. The relationship between k1
and FE for the conventional mixtures is expressed as:

FE = A·k−n1 (2.36)

where A and n are model constants. Typical values of the model constants A
and n are 45 and 0.76 respectively for the asphalt mixtures used for the model
development.

Temperature Coupling

A temperature coupling model is integrated into the damage model to obtain the
critical micro-crack initiation threshold, and the material damage parameters k1 and
k2 over a wide range of temperatures. The temperature coupling model is used to
predict the material damage characteristics at temperatures not tested for thereby
reducing the amount of experiment needed to describe the material characteristic
behaviour over wide temperature ranges which the material is exposed to during
their service life. The coupling expressions for the temperature-dependent critical
micro-crack initiation threshold ℘∗1,c(T ), and the material damage parameters k1(T )
and k2(T ) are presented in Equations 2.37 - 2.39:

℘∗1,c(T ) = ℘∗1,c.ref (T )·G(T ) (2.37)
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log(k1(T )) = log(k1.ref )·H(T ) (2.38)

k2(T ) = (k2.ref )·B(T ) (2.39)

where, G(T ), H(T ), and B(T ) are temperature-dependent coupling functions. The
expressions for the temperature-coupling functions are given in Equation 2.40 - 2.42:

G(T ) = exp− (θ1·log(aT )) (2.40)

H(T ) = exp− (θ2·log(aT )) (2.41)

B(T ) = exp

(
−θ3·

(
1− T

Tref

))
(2.42)

where aT is the temperature-dependent master curve shift function, and θ1, θ2, θ3
are temperature coupling parameters which can be obtained from material strength
tests.

2.5 Effective Micro-crack stress approach
The viscoelastic energy-based damage model presented in section 2.4 establish dif-
ferent criteria that can be used to characterize the process of micro-crack initiation,
micro-crack accumulation and propagation and eventual macro-crack formation in
asphalt materials. The viscoelastic damage model identities the existence of a Micro-
Crack Initiation Threshold (MCIT), which is the viscoelastic strain energy density
that distinguishes between linear and non-linear (damage) behaviour. For example,
at low temperature range where the effect of plasticity is minimized, the material
response is purely linear viscoelastic below the MCIT value and the damage initiates
in the material once the MCIT value is reached.

The micro-crack initiation threshold (MCIT) is expressed as a function of the
critical micro-crack energy limit ℘∗1,c(So) and the damage hardening variable R(r)
given in Equation (2.43). In the absence of any damage hardening mechanism (i.e.
when R(r) ≈ 0), the MCIT equals the critical micro-crack energy limit ℘∗1,c(So) in
Equation (2.29).

MCIT = ℘∗1,c(So) +R(r) = So
k2 + 1 +R(r) (2.43)

The MCIT value by itself cannot be used to characterize the resistance to micro-
crack initiation especially for mixtures with different viscoelastic material properties
since the evolution of the strain energy density which is the driving force for dam-
age follows different paths for the different mixtures. To illustrate this phenomenon,
Figure 2.3 shows the plot of the evolution of the strain energy density as a function
of the stress for two materials with stiffness E1 and E2 respectively, where material
stiffness E1 is greater than E2. It can be observed that at the same MCIT value,
material with stiffness E1 can take more stress at the instance of micro-crack ini-
tiation than the material with stiffness E2. From this analogy, it is clear that the
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MCIT value itself cannot be used as measure of the resistance of the mixtures to
micro-crack initiation as the evolution of the strain energy density path is different
for materials with different material stiffness and viscoelastic properties.

Figure 2.3: Plot of the evolution of the strain energy density as a function of the
stress for two materials with stiffness E1 and E2 respectively

A parameter called "the equivalent micro-crack stress (σmc)" is defined and ex-
pressed as a function of the MCIT value and the material stiffness to characterize the
cracking performance of asphalt mixtures. The equivalent micro-crack stress (σmc)
can be used to assess the cracking resistance of different asphalt mixtures quickly
(e.g., for material selection) without the need for the implementation of the full vis-
coelastic damage model in a Finite element (FE) analysis software. For viscoelastic
material with time-dependent stiffness properties, a relationship between the refer-
ence stiffness (Eref ) and the MCIT value was envisaged to obtain the equivalent
micro-crack stress (σmc) and expressed as:

σmc =
√
Eref ·MCIT , (2.44)

Eref is given as:

Eref = Eo
1 + (Eo·D1·tm) (2.45)

where Eo is the instantaneous (elastic) modulus, D1 and m are the power-law creep
compliance parameters and t is the reference evaluation time in secs. A reference
evaluation time of 100s is found appropriate and used in this study. For a purely
elastic material, the reference stiffness (Eref ) reduces to the modulus of elasticity
of the material.

It can be observed that the expression for the equivalent micro-crack stress (σmc)
in Equation (2.44) takes a similar form as the failure stress obtained from the Griffith
energy balance equation (in Equation (2.46)), where E is a measure of the material
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stiffness, wf is the fracture work, and a is the crack radius. The fracture work is
usually a combination of plastic, viscoelastic and viscoplastic effect depending on
the behaviour of the material Anderson (2004). By comparing Equations (2.44)
and (2.46), it is clear that MCIT incorporates a measure of the combination of the
surface energy and the viscoelastic dissipation as well as the volumetric content and
spatial distribution of air voids in the material. One would expect that the higher
the amount of flaws in the material (air voids), the lower will be the MCIT value.

σf =

√
2·E·wf
π·a

, (2.46)

2.6 Continuum Plasticity Mechanics (CPM):
Elastic-Plastic material

Plasticity is the phenomenon in which a material under the application of an applied
load exhibit a non-recoverable (permanent) deformation after the removal of the
applied load. This non-recoverable deformation results in a non-reversible change of
shape of the material. The theory of plasticity was originally developed to describe
the plastic deformation process in metallic materials and it is derived from the
experimental observation of the plastic behaviour of metals under the influence of a
combined state of stress. The key concept in the most existing theories of plasticity is
the identification of a critical stress threshold that distinguishes between linear and
non-linear material behaviour. Traditional plasticity theories can also be referred
to as "stress-based" theories due to the continuous evaluation of the yield criterion
and plastic potential as a function of the current stress-state.

In contrast to energy based models, traditional "stress-based" viscoplasticity
models requires the determination of strain rate dependency parameters in the con-
stitutive relationship to describe the plastic behaviour at different strain rates. This
results in certain limitations of the "stress-based" viscoplasticity models for the anal-
ysis of asphalt concrete pavement structures due to the differences between experi-
mental and field boundary conditions, which results in a uniform strain rate in the
experimental configuration and a wide variable strain rate in pavement layer struc-
tures. In addition, the wide range of load application and the intricacies involved
in the determination of extensive list of model parameters needed to completely
model a typical pavement response also limits the use-ability of the "stress-based"
models. Despite the fact that the stress-based viscoplasticity models are developed
based on sound principles of thermodynamics and mechanics, an extensive amount
of calibration will still be required to match the result of the pavement response
prediction and the actual pavement behaviour due to these limitations. The need
for extensive calibration of these traditional "stress-based" viscoplasticity models
however defeats the purpose for the need of the development of mechanics-based
model for asphalt pavement applications.
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In this regards, a new energy-based continuum plasticity mechanics (CPM)
model is developed to overcome the limitation of existing "stress-based" models
and presented. The CPM model is first derived for the case of an elasto-plastic ma-
terial, and then extended for the case of a viscoelastic-plastic material. An internal
variable is introduced through the transformation of the strain and used to account
for the initiation and accumulation of plastic deformation under persistent plastic
loading conditions. The formulation of the CPM model in one principal direction
is presented.

Definition of Plasticity Variable (P )

For any elastoplastic material undergoing plastic deformation, the behaviour of the
material can be idealized and characterized as an ideal plastic behaviour or as a
material exhibiting strain hardening behaviour under persistent plastic loading as
shown in Figure 2.4a and Figure 2.4b respectively.

(a) Ideal plastic behaviour (b) Hardening plasticity behaviour

Figure 2.4: Idealized behaviour of a material undergoing plastic deformation

In the case of an ideal plastic material, the total strain ε can be decomposed
into an elastic component εe and the plastic component εp. The elastic component
of the total strain corresponds to the initial elastic yield strain εeo and no additional
elastic strain is mobilized for any incremental plastic loading due to the inability of
the material to exhibit work hardening under plastic deformation. However, for an
elasto-plastic material exhibiting work hardening behaviour, there is an additional
elastic strain εe+, which is mobilized due to strain hardening in the material.

Assuming the additive decomposition of the total strain and a small strain for-
mulation, the total elastoplastic strain can be generally decomposed into different
components and given as:

ε = εeo + εe+ + εp, (2.47)
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The above expression is applicable to all types of elasto-plastic material as it can
observed from Equation 2.47 that in the absence of strain-hardening (i.e. ideal platic
behaviour), there is no additional elastic strain (i.e., εe+ = 0) and the expression for
the total strain reduces to the addition of the initial elastic yield strain εeo and the
plastic strain εp.

Next, an internal state variable referred to as the plasticity variable "P" is intro-
duced. The plasticity variable "P" describes the distributed cumulative dislocation
along crystallographic planes for metallic materials. For materials like asphalt con-
crete, the plasticity variable "P" describes the cumulative dislocation movement in
the grains in the microstructure. Different physical interpretation can be arrived at
depending on the mechanism responsible for the development of plastic behaviour
in the material of concern. The justification for the proposition of the plasticity
variable P and its form is presented below.

(a) elastic response (b) ideal plasticity (c) strain-hardening

Figure 2.5: Schematic plots of elastic, ideal-plastic and strain-hardening materials

Figure 2.5 shows the a schematic plot of the different behaviour of an elasto-
plastic material. For a material exhibiting purely linear elastic response, the dis-
tributed plastic deformation is non-existent since the material is in the elastic regime
and the plasticity variable can be taken as zero, i.e. P = 0. Whereas, for a ma-
terial exhibiting ideal plastic behaviour under persistent plastic loading condition,
the plasticity variable is equal to one, (i.e. P = 1) since every incremental load-
ing results in a resultant dislocation motion which propagates the accumulation of
plastic strain without further increase in the applied load. For materials exhibiting
strain-hardening, the plasticity variable will fall between 0 and 1. A summary of
all possible values of the plasticity variable P is shown in Equation 2.48.

P =


0, elastic material
1, ideal plastic material
0 < P < 1, strain-hardening material

(2.48)

An expression for determination of the plasticity variable P can be obtained if
one examines closely the decomposition of the strain component in Equation 2.47.
The expression for the plasticity variable P envisaged is presented in Equation 2.49.
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P = εp

ε− εeo
, (2.49)

From the expression for the plasticity variable P in Equation 2.49, it can be
observed that for an ideal plastic behaviour, the denominator ε − εeo equals to the
plastic strain εp and the plasticity variable P reduces to unity i.e. P = 1. For
pure elastic material response, the plastic strain εp = 0 and the plasticity variable
P = 0. The plasticity variable for the case of a strain hardening material falls in
between these two limits. It can be observed that the expression for the plasticity
variable P in Equation 2.49 gives a physical representation of the behaviour for
elasto-plastic materials distinguishing clearly between the response in the elastic
and plastic regimes.

Yield criterion

The constitutive relationship that relates the stress and strain in a elasto-plastic
material is given as:

σ = E(ε− εp) (2.50)
where E is the Young’s modulus. An expression that relates the plastic strain εp

and the plasticity variable P can be derived from Equation 2.49 to obtain:

εp = P (ε− εeo), (2.51)

The expression for the plastic strain εp in Equation 2.51 can be substituted
into the elasto-plastic stress-strain relationship in Equation 2.50 to obtain a new
elasto-plastic stress-strain relationship that is a function of the plasticity variable
P :

σ = E(ε− P (ε− εeo)) (2.52)
σ = (1− P )Eε+ PEεeo (2.53)

We have arrived at a new constitutive relationship (Equation 2.53) that relates
the stress, strain and the plasticity variable for elasto-plastic material. The con-
stitutive relation in Equation 2.53 satisfies the observed behaviour of elasto-plastic
materials for all possible value of the plasticity variable P . It should be noted that
for purely elastic condition (i.e. P = 0) and the expression in Equation 2.53 reduces
to the Hooke’s law for elastic material. For ideal plastic behaviour (i.e. P = 1),
the stress obtained from the elasto-plastic constitutive relationship in Equation
2.53 equals the yield stress σy. i.e no hardening with incremental plastic loading
(Eεeo = σy).

Within the framework of thermodynamics, the stress is obtained from the deriva-
tive of the free energy with respect to the strain i.e. σ = ∂ψ/∂ε, where ψ is the free
energy. The free energy of the form in Equation 2.54 is postulated to obtain the
elasto-plastic constitutive relationship in Equation 2.53

ψ = 1
2(1− P )εEε+ 1

2Pε
e
oEε

e
o (2.54)
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From the Helmholtz free energy expression in Equation 2.54, it can be observed
that for the case of a material undergoing purely elastic deformation P = 0, Equa-
tion 2.54 reduces to ψ = 1

2εEε i.e. purely elastic material response since the free
energy is directly related to the total strain component. In the case of an ideal
plastic behaviour, the plasticity variable equals one P = 1, and the free energy
equation reduces to ψ = 1

2ε
e
oEε

e
o, which satisfies the condition under ideal plastic

conditions. Again, it is clear that the proposed free energy function is consistent
with the observed behaviour for elasto-plastic materials.

From the free energy function in Equation 2.54, the thermodynamic dual of the
plasticity variable P can be obtain and written as1:

W = −∂ψ
∂P

= 1
2εEε−

1
2ε

e
oEε

e
o (2.55)

From the expression in Equation 2.55, the yield condition is envisaged and with
the consideration of hardening is given as:

f = W −K = 1
2εEε−

1
2ε

e
oEε

e
o −K = 0 (2.56)

where 1
2εEε is the strain energy density, 1

2ε
e
oEε

e
o is the strain energy resistance

threshold at the instance of initiation of plastic deformation, and K is the strain
energy hardening parameter.

The strain energy densities in Equation 2.56 can be decoupled into the deviatoric
and the volumetric components, a pressure sensitivity parameter (α) is introduced
to account for the influence of hydrostatic stress on the plastic behaviour and a
sign function is introduced to account for the different behaviour in tension and
compression to arrive at the final form of the yield criterion given as:

f = W −K = 0 (2.57)

W = WD + αsWV − β (2.58)

Where:

the deviatoric strain energy density WD = s̄s̄/4G

the volumetric strain energy density WV = σ̄mσ̄m/18K

the energy resistance to initiation of plastic deformation β = (eoGeo+αs 1
2ε
o
mKε

o
m)

= βd + αsβv

the energy hardening density K = Kd + αsKv

1The - sign is introduced to obtain a positive function of the thermodynamic dual of the
plasticity variable.
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s̄ is the effective deviatoric stress, σ̄m is the effective hydrostatic stress, Kd is the
hardening due to the deviatoric component and Kv is the hardening due to the
volumetric components of strain.

αs is expressed as:
αs = sgn(σm)α, (2.59)

and sgn(σm) is the sign function is defined as:

sgn(σ) =


−1, for σ < 0

0, for σ = 0
1, for σ > 0

(2.60)

Equation 2.57 is the yield criterion that has to be satisfied for the initiation
of plastic deformation using an energy-based yield condition. It can be observed
that the resistance to the initiation of plastic deformation is a function of both the
deviatoric and volumetric strain energy densities. The yield criterion generalizes
the yield behaviour of a wide range of materials that exhibits pressure-sensitivity
and pressure insensitive materials.

The above yield criterion has a similar form as the Drucker-Prager criterion that
considers the influence of confinement on plastic behaviour of materials except that
the new yield criterion considers the energy instead of the stress components in
deriving the plastic behaviour.

It can be observed from the energy-based yield criterion in Equation 2.57 that
for metallic materials, where there is no influence of hydrostatic stress on the plastic
behaviour (i.e. α = 0), the yield criterion reduces to a condition that only considers
the deviatoric components in the yield function:

f = WD − βd −Kd = 0 (2.61)

where, WD is the deviatoric strain energy density, βd is the deviatoric energy resis-
tance threshold and Kd is deviatoric energy hardening density. It can be seen from
Equation 2.61 that we have arrived at the interpretation of the Von Mises criterion
by Hencky Hencky (1924), where he proposed that the plastic deformation initiates
in a Von Mises material when the strain energy of distortion WD exceeds a critical
value βd. It can also be observed from the yield condition based on the deviatoric
components in Equation 2.61 that when the deviatoric strain energy density WD

is less than the deviatoric energy resistance βd i.e. when WD < βd, we are within
the regime of material response governed by Hooke’s law for the case of an elastic
material.

In a similar fashion, if one considers the case where the material is exposed
to a uniform hydrostatic stress state, where there are no deviatoric stress states
developed in the material, the yield condition in Equation 2.57 reduces to:

f = αsWV − αsβv − αsKv = 0 (2.62)
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where, WV is the volumetric strain energy density component, βv is the volumetric
energy resistance threshold and Kv is the volumetric energy hardening density. The
expression for αs is given in Equation 2.59.

An expression for the plastic dissipation can be obtained by taking the time
derivative of the free energy function in Equation 2.54 and substituting it into
the Clausius-Duhem inequality to obtain the reduced dissipation inequality for an
elasto-plastic material:

Φp = −∂ψ
∂P
· Ṗ = W · Ṗ ≥ 0 (2.63)

Evolution of plastic deformation

The evolution of the plasticity variable P can be derived from the energy-based yield
criterion in Equation 2.57 assuming associated evolution law, where the normal to
the plastic potential q is collinear with the normal to the yield surface f . From the
normality rule, the evolution of the plasticity variable P is given as:

Ṗ = λ̇
∂f

∂W
= λ̇ (2.64)

The consistency condition has to be satisfied together with the yield condition
during incremental plastic loading. The consistency condition ensures that the
current value W , the thermodynamic dual of the plasticity variable P remains on
the yield surface under persistent plastic loading. The consistency condition is
expressed as:

ḟ = ∂f

∂W
Ẇ + ∂f

∂K

∂K

∂ρ
ρ̇ = 0 (2.65)

where ρ̇ is the hardening variable which is conjugate to the energy hardening density
K. The evolution of the hardening variable ρ can be replaced with the Lagrange
multiplier λ̇ and the consistency condition can re-written as:

ḟ = ∂f

∂W
Ẇ + ∂f

∂K

∂K

∂ρ
λ̇ = 0 (2.66)

An expression for the Lagrange multiplier λ̇ can be obtained by solving for λ̇ in the
expression in Equation 2.66 to obtain:

λ̇ = ρ̇ = Ẇ

− ∂f
∂K

∂K
∂ρ

= Ẇ

∂K/∂ρ
(2.67)

Form of hardening energy function (K)

A suitable form for the hardening energy function K is given in Equation 2.68:

K(ρ) = a1expb1·P + a2expb2·P (2.68)

where a1, a2, b1 and b2 are material parameters.
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Summary of energy-based elasto-plastic model

The basic equations for the energy-based elasto-plastic constitutive model are pre-
sented in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Summary of energy-based elasto-plastic model

Constitutive equation:
σ = (1− P )Eε+ PEεeo

Effective stress:

σ̄ =
{
σ−PEεeo

1−P , for 0 < P < 1
Eε, for P = 1

Yield criterion:
f = WD + αsWV − β −K

Evolution of plasticity variable P :
Ṗ = λ̇ = Ẇ

∂K/∂ρ

2.7 Continuum Plasticity Mechanics (CPM):
Viscoelastic-Plastic material

So far, we have dealt with the formulation of the Continuum Plasticity Mechanics
(CPM) for rate-independent materials and presented the elasto-plastic consitutitive
material models in Section 2.6.

We will take advantage of the generalized Maxwell’s model to develop visco-
elasto-plastic CPMmodel for viscoelastic-plastic materials. The generalized Maxwell’s
model is further modified by adding a sliding frictional element to account for
the plastic behaviour of the material. The Visco-elasto-plastic (VEP) generalized
Maxwell’s model that is used to account for the viscous as well as the plastic re-
sponse on the constitutive behaviour is presented in Figure 2.6.

Definition of Plasticity Parameter P

The response of the VEP generalized maxwell model can be categorized into a long
term (time-independent) part with stiffness E∞ and a series of non-equilibrium
(time-dependent) parts with stiffness Ei. The total strain for the long term part
is additively decomposed into an elastic component εe and a plastic component εp
viscous component. In addition to an elastic component and a plastic component,
the non-equilibrium parts also include a viscous strain component εv due to the
existence of a dashpot in each leg of the non-equilibrium parts. The expression for
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Figure 2.6: Modified generalized Maxwell’s model for visco-elasto-plastic (VEP)
material

the total strain component for the long term and non-equilibrium parts are given
in Equations 2.69 and 2.70 respectively.

ε = εeo + εe+ + εp, (2.69)
ε∗i = εe∗o + εe∗+ + εp∗, (2.70)

where * indicates the corresponding strain components in the non-equilibrium parts.
ε∗i and εe∗o can be expressed as:

ε∗i = ε− εvi , (2.71)
εe∗o = εeo − εvi , (2.72)

Expressions for the plastic strain in the long-term and non-equilibrium parts can be
derived in terms of the plasticity variable P by using the relationship in Equation
2.49 to obtain:

εp = P (ε− εeo), (2.73)
εp∗ = P (ε∗i − εe∗o ), (2.74)

Yield criterion

The constitutive stress-strain relationship for a generalized Maxwell’s model is given
as:

σ = E∞(ε− εp) +
n∑
i

Ei(ε∗i − εp∗), (2.75)
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The expressions for the plastic strain εp and εp∗ in Equations 2.73 and 2.74 can be
substituted into the stress-strain relationship in Equation 2.75 to obtain:

σ = E∞(ε− Pε+ Pεeo) +
n∑
i

Ei(ε∗i − Pε∗i + Pεe∗o ), (2.76)

which can be simplified to obtain:

σ = (1− P )(E∞ε+
n∑
i

Eiε
∗
i ) + P (E∞εeo +

n∑
i

Eiε
e∗
o ), (2.77)

The expressions for ε∗i and εe∗o in Equations 2.71 and 2.72 can be subtituted into
Equation 2.77 to obtain the final expression for the VEP constitutive model using
the CPM framework given as:

σ = (1− P )(E∞ε+
n∑
i

Ei(ε− εvi )) + P (E∞εeo +
n∑
i

Ei(εeo − εvi )), (2.78)

It can be observed from the VEP constitutive relationship in Equation 2.78 that for
the case of a purely viscoelastic material response, the plasticity variable P = 0 and
VEP model reduces to the constitutive relationship for a Maxwell-type viscoelastic
solid. Also, in the absence of a viscous strain component, the constitutive rela-
tionship in Equation 2.78 reduced to that of a purely elastic solid material earlier
derived and presented in section 2.6.

A free energy is postulated to ensure that the constitutive relationship in Equa-
tion 2.78 is derived when integrated with respect to the strain. The free energy is
expressed as:

ψ = 1
2(1− P )εEoε+ 1

2Pε
e
oEoε

e
o −

1
2

n∑
i

εviEiε
v
i , (2.79)

where Eo, which is the instantaneous stiffness is given as:

Eo = E∞ +
n∑
i

Ei (2.80)

The thermodynamic dual of the plastic variable, can be obtained by differenti-
ating the free energy with respect to the plasticity variable P to obtain2:

W = −∂ψ
∂P

= 1
2εEoε−

1
2ε

e
oEoε

e
o, (2.81)

The thermodynamic dual of the plastic variable for a viscoelastic-plastic material
have a similar form as that of the elasto-plastic material counterpart if one examines
Equations 2.55 and 2.81 carefully.

2The - sign is introduced to obtain a positive function of the thermodynamic dual of the
plasticity variable.
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The derivation of the yield criterion for the VEP material follows a similar
approach as that of the elasto-plastic material by decoupling the deviatoric and
volumetric components, introducing the pressure sensitivity parameter and taking
account of the differences in the material behaviour in tension and compression by
introducing the sign function. To take account of the influence of the loading rate
on the evolution of plastic deformation, a pseudo-yield function is introduced. The
final form of the yield function can then be written in terms of the pseudo-strain
energy density components and expressed as:

f∗ = W ∗ −K∗ = 0 (2.82)

where f∗ is the pseudo-yield function, W ∗ is the pseudo-strain energy density func-
tion and K∗ is the pseudo-energy hardening density. The pseudo-strain energy
density function W ∗ is given as:

W ∗ = W

σ
(2.83)

where W is the strain energy density function and σ is the nominal (current) stress
in MPa. The strain energy density function can be expressed as:

W = WD + αsWV − β (2.84)

where:

the deviatoric strain energy density WD = s̄s̄/4Go

the volumetric strain energy density WV = σ̄mσ̄m/18Ko

the energy resistance to initiation of plastic deformation β = βd + αsβv =
(eoGoeo + αs

1
2ε
o
mKoε

o
m)

the energy hardening density K = Kd + αsKv

αs is given in Equation 2.59

The instantaneous shear modulus (Go) and bulk modulus (Ko) are defined as:

Go = G∞ +
n∑
i

Gi (2.85)

Ko = K∞ +
n∑
i

Ki (2.86)

An expression for the total dissipation can be obtained by taking the time
derivative of the free energy function in Equation 2.79 and substituting it into
the Clausius-Duhem inequality to obtain the reduced dissipation inequality:

Φ = −
n∑
i

∂ψ

∂εvi
· ε̇vi −

∂ψ

∂P
· Ṗ =

n∑
i

εviEiε̇
v
i +W · Ṗ ≥ 0 (2.87)

The reduced dissipation inequality for a viscoelastic-plastic material is composed of
the viscous and the plastic dissipation components i.e., Φ = Φv + Φp.
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Evolution of plasticity parameter P

The plasticity parameter P is derived according to the normality rule and the con-
sistency condition with the assumption of associated evolution law to obtain:

Ṗ = λ̇ = ρ̇ = Ẇ ∗

∂K∗/∂ρ
(2.88)

Form of hardening energy function K∗

The hardening energy function K∗ for VEP materials takes a similar form as that
of the elasto-plastic materials in Equation 2.68. K∗ is expressed as:

K∗(ρ) = a1expb1·P + a2expb2·P (2.89)

where a1, a2, b1 and b2 are material parameters.

Table 2.2: Summary of energy-based viscoelastic-plastic model

Constitutive equation:
σ = (1− P )(E∞ε+

∑n
i Ei(ε− εvi )) + P (E∞εeo +

∑n
i Ei(εeo − εvi ))

Effective stress:

σ̄ =


σ−PE∞εeo+

∑n

i
Ei(εeo−εvi )

1−P , for 0<P<1
E∞ε+

∑n
i Ei(ε− εvi ), for P=1

Yield criterion:
f∗ = W ∗D + αsWV

∗ − β∗ −K∗

Evolution of plasticity variable P :
Ṗ = λ̇ = Ẇ

∂K/∂ρ

2.8 Unified energy-based damage and plasticity model
A continuum damage and plasticity mechanics (CDPM) framework is developed for
the coupling of damage and plasticity in a consistent thermodynamic framework.
The unified energy-based coupled damage and plasticity model is developed by
extending the Continuum Plasticity Mechanics (CPM) framework to account for
the degradation of the elastic stiffness as a result of formation of micro-cracks and
coalescence to form macro-cracks. The coupled damage and plasticity model is
developed based on the assumptions of strain equivalence principle and presented
as follows:

The forms of the free energy for an elastoplastic and viscoelastic-plastic ma-
terial undergoing plastic deformation are given in Equations 2.54 and 2.79. For
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generalization of the coupled damage and plasticity model, the viscoelastic-plastic
form of the free energy is used for the formulation. In the context of continuum
damage mechanics (CDM) using the principle of strain equivalence, the damaged
instantaneous elastic stiffness (Eo) in the nominal configuration is related to the
undamaged instantaneous stiffness (Ēo) in the effective configuration through the
damage variable (D) and expressed as:

Eo = (1−D)Ēo (2.90)
The viscoelastic-plastic free energy in Equation 2.79 is presented in this section for
the sake of completeness and expressed in terms of the damaged stiffness as:

ψ = 1
2(1− P )εEoε+ 1

2Pε
e
oEoε

e
o −

1
2

n∑
i

εviEiε
v
i , (2.91)

where Eo, which is the damaged instantaneous stiffness is given as:

Eo = E∞ +
n∑
i

Ei (2.92)

where E∞ is the long-term stiffness and Ei is the non-equilibrium stiffness of the
ith spring element in the generalized Maxwell’s model.

The effective-nominal stiffness relationship in Equation 2.90 is substituted into
the free energy equation in Equation 2.91 to obtain a new form of the free energy
that accounts for the influence of damage and plasticity on the material state. The
damage is accounted for only on the elastic component of strain and the unified free
energy function is given as:

ψ = 1
2(1−D)

[
(1− P )εĒoε+ PεeoĒoε

e
o

]
− 1

2

n∑
i

εvi Ēiε
v
i , (2.93)

It can be observed that the proposed free energy in Equation 2.93 is admissible
for all possible states of a visco-elastic plastic material undergoing damage. For
example, in the absence of damage(i.e. D=0), the free energy reduces to that of
a CPM viscoelastic-plastic material and in the absence of plastic deformation (i.e.
P=0), the free energy reduces to that of a viscoelastic material with damage. In the
absence of both plasticity and damage (i.e. D=P=0), the free energy of a purely
viscoelastic material is recovered.

The stress is derived by taking the derivative of the free energy with respect to
the strain to obtain:

σ = (1−D)
[
(1− P )Ēoε+ PĒoε

e
o

]
−

n∑
i

Ēiε
v
i (2.94)

An expression for the effective stress σ̄ can be derived from Equation 2.94 and
given as:

σ̄ =
[
σ − P (1−D)Ēoεeo − (1− P )(1−D)

∑n
i Eiε

v
i +

∑n
i Eiε

v
i

(1− P )(1−D)

]
(2.95)
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The thermodynamic dual of the plasticity variable P which is the driving force
for the initiation and propagation of plastic deformation can be obtained from the
free energy in Equation 2.93 and given as:

W = −∂ψ
∂P

= 1
2(1−D)

(
εĒoε−

1
2ε

e
oĒoε

e
o

)
(2.96)

The strain energy densities can be decoupled to obtain the deviatoric and volumetric
components, the pressure sensitivity parameter is introduced to account for the
influence of confinement on the plastic behaviour and the sign function is introduced
to account for the difference in the material behaviour in tension and compression.
The plastic variable thermodynamic dual can be re-expressed as:

W = (1−D) (WD + αsWV − β) (2.97)

where:

the deviatoric strain energy density WD = s̄s̄/4Go

the volumetric strain energy density WV = σ̄mσ̄m/18Ko

the energy resistance to initiation of plastic deformation β = βd + αsβv =
(eoGoeo + αs

1
2ε
o
mKoε

o
m)

the energy hardening density K = Kd + αsKv

αs is given in Equation 2.59

s̄ is the effective deviatoric stress, σ̄m is the effective hydrostatic stress, Kd is the
hardening due to the deviatoric component and Kv is the hardening due to the
volumetric components of strain.The instantaneous shear modulus (Go) and bulk
modulus (Ko) are given in Equations 2.85 and 2.86 respectively.

A pseudo-yield function is introduced to take account of the influence of the
loading rate on the evolution of plastic deformation. The pseudo-yield function
can then be written in terms of the pseudo-strain energy density components and
expressed as:

f∗p = W ∗ −K∗ = 0 (2.98)

where f∗p is the plastic pseudo-yield function,W ∗ is the pseudo-strain energy density
function and K∗ is the pseudo-energy hardening density. The pseudo-strain energy
density function W ∗ is given as:

W ∗ = W

|σ|
(2.99)

whereW is the strain energy density function and σ is the nominal (current) stress in
MPa. The evolution of the plasticity variable (P ) is derived based on an associated
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evolution law and using the consistency condition to obtain (see the derivation of
the plasticity variable evolution in Equation 2.64):

Ṗ = λ̇p
∂f∗p
∂W ∗

= λ̇p = ρ̇ = Ẇ ∗

∂K∗/∂ρ
(2.100)

The same form of the hardening density function used in the CPM model (see
Equation 2.89) is used in the unified energy-based damage and plasticity model.
The hardening energy function K∗ is expressed as:

K∗(ρ) = a1expb1·P + a2expb2·P (2.101)

where a1, a2, b1 and b2 are material parameters.
An expression for the damage driving force which is the thermodynamic dual of

the damage variable can be obtained from the free energy and expressed as:

Y = − ∂ψ
∂D

= 1
2
(
(1− P )εĒoε+ PεeoĒoε

e
o

)
(2.102)

In a similar manner, the thermodynamic dual of the damage variable can be decou-
pled to obtain:

Y = (1− P ) (WD + αsWV ) + Pβ (2.103)

It can be seen from Equation 2.103 that the damage driving force is coupled to
the plastic deformation through the plasticity variable. It can be observed from
the equation that incremental plastic deformation reduces the potential for damage
initiation and evolution in the material until a saturation value is reached.

A damage initiation criterion for the initiation of damage is proposed and ex-
pressed as:

f∗d = Y ∗d −R∗ = 0 (2.104)

where f∗d is the pseudo-damage initiation function, Y ∗d is the (pseudo) initial dam-
age initiation criterion, and R∗ is the pseudo-softening strain energy density. The
(pseudo) initial damage initiation criterion is defined as:

Y ∗d = Y − So
|σ|

(2.105)

where Y is the damage driving force, So is the critical damage initiation energy
threshold and |σ| is the magnitude of the current (nominal) stress. The softening
energy function R∗ is expressed as:

R∗(r) = c1expd1·D + c2expd2·D (2.106)

where c1, c2, c1 and c2 are material parameters.
The evolution of the damage variable D can be derived from the normality

rule and assuming an associated evolution rule where the pseudo-damage initiation
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function is used as the damage evolution potential. The expression for the damage
evolution is given as:

Ḋ = λ̇d
∂f∗d
∂Y ∗d

= λ̇d = ṙ = Ẏd
∗

∂R∗/∂r
(2.107)

An expression for the total dissipation can be obtained by taking the time
derivative of the free energy function in Equation 2.93 and substituting it into
the Clausius-Duhem inequality to obtain the reduced dissipation inequality:

Φ = −
n∑
i

∂ψ

∂εvi
· ε̇vi −

∂ψ

∂P
· Ṗ − ∂ψ

∂D
· Ḋ =

n∑
i

εviEiε̇
v
i +W · Ṗ + Y · Ḋ ≥ 0 (2.108)

The reduced dissipation inequality for a viscoelastic-plastic material is composed
of the viscous dissipation, the plastic dissipation and damage dissipation parts i.e.,
Φ = Φv + Φp + Φd.



Chapter 3

Experiments and Methods

3.1 X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT)

X-ray computed tomography is a non-destructive technique used in visualizing the
interior of an opaque solid object with the aim of obtaining digital information of
the internal structure of the objects at a microscopic detail level. A CT image is
referred to as a slice. Each slice has its associated thickness and hence makes a
volume. CT images are represented with volume elements (voxels) and not picture
elements (pixels). Most part of the following X-ray CT overview is adapted from
[Ketcham and Carlson, 2001].

X-ray CT systems can be categorized into Medical CT system and Industrial
CT system. Medical CT systems are used to scan living objects while Industrial CT
systems are mainly used to scan non-living objects. Medical CT systems are used in
medicine for acquiring image of soft tissues and bones for diagnosis and prognosis.
Further advancement and development of medical CT systems led to the evolvement
of the Industrial CT systems. High-resolution industrial X-ray CT differs from
conventional medical CT-scanning in its ability to utilize higher energy X-rays with
more penetrative power and to resolve details as small as a few tens of microns
in size, even when imaging objects made of high density materials [Ketcham and
Carlson, 2001]. The Industrial CT systems are used in different field and disciplines
ranging from geosciences, engineering, manufacturing, aviation just to mention a
few.

The quality of the scanned image is a measure of the noise, the slice thickness,
the low contrast resolution and the high contrast resolution. These qualities depend
on the X-ray source, X-ray detectors used and the scanning configuration. The
variables that determine how effective an X-ray source will be for a particular task
are size of the focal spot, the spectrum of X-ray energies generated, and the X-ray
intensity. The focal-spot size partially defines the potential spatial resolution of a
CT system by determining the number of possible source-detector

37
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Figure 3.1: NSI X-5000 X-ray CT facility in KTH Highway and Railway lab

3.2 Digital Image Processing (DIP)

Image processing mainly involves editing and enhancement of digital image with
the aim of improving the quality of the image or to extract relevant information.
Different techniques are applicable in image processing and the selection of the
appropriate technique or method depends on the application. General image pro-
cessing techniques for image enhancement includes image contrast enhancement,
filtering, erosion and dilation, background correction etc. Other image processing
techniques like thresholding, edge-detection, watershed are used for segmentation
and separation of objects.

Generally, images are two or three dimensional matrix of pixels. Colour images
are represented as three-dimensional matrix of pixels with the first two dimensions
representing the pixel location and the third dimension representing the red, blue
and green component of the pixel while gray scale images are represented as two-
dimensional representing gray scale intensities in the image. Colour images contain
more information than gray scale images and hence more time and computational
power is required for processing colour images. Gray images are usually encoded as
8bits and hence it contains 256 gray levels whereas colour images which contains
different shades of red, green and blue (RGB) are encoded as 24bits with 8bits for
each colour. Coloured images contains three times more information than gray scale
images. Usually, colour images are converted into gray scale images before digital
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processing to reduce computational effort and increase processing speed.
Digital images are arrays of pixel information in the form of a matrix with the

center of the coordinate at the top left corner. In gray scale images, the arrays of
information contain the gray level of the pixels that make up the image depending
on the quantization level.

The summary of the work-flow process developed from image acquisition to
image segmentation and numeral simulation is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Workflow process from image acquisition to numerical simulation

3.3 Experimental testing - Damage characterization

The asphalt concrete test results used for the damage characterization and the de-
velopment of the damage model were obtained and re-analyzed from an earlier study
on the evaluation of fracture and moisture damage performance of wax modified as-
phalt mixtures (Das et al., 2012a, 2012b). Unmodified 70/100 penetration grade
binder was used as the base binder. The base binder was modified by adding 4% by
weight of two types of commercial waxes, FT-paraffin and Asphaltan-B. The wax
modified bitumen mixtures were prepared by adding 4% of wax by weight of base
binder. The mixture is heated for 30min at 155oC and then placed in preheated
blocks in a paint shaker and homogenized by shaking for 90s.
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Specimen fabrication

Two different types of crushed granite aggregates were used for the fabrication of
the asphalt concrete mixture samples designated as AG1 and AG2. The particle size
distribution for both AG1 and AG2 is shown in Figure 3.3. A total of six mixtures
were produced with the combination of three different types of bitumen and two
different types of aggregates. The base binder is denoted as "O", the Asphaltan-B
modified as "AB" and the FT-paraffin wax modified as "FT". A prefix of "AG1"
denotes the use of aggregate type 1 while "AG2" denotes the use of aggregate type
2. The binder content in the mixtures for AG1 and AG2 are 6.2% and 6.4% by
weight respectively. Specimens of diameter 150 mm with a thickness of 100 mm
were prepared using the Superpave gyratory compactor. The target air-void was
7±1 by volume. The detailed fabrication process is presented in Das et al. (2012a).
A total of nine samples were fabricated for each mixture for testing at −20oC,
−10oC and 0oC using the Superpave IDT test.

Figure 3.3: Gradation curve for the two types of aggregate used - AG1 and AG2
(Das et al. (2012b))

Binder testing

The rheological effect of the modification of the unmodified 10/100 bitumen using
Asphaltan-B and FT-praffin wax is investigated using standard test methods. The
methods used are the softening point test (EN 1427), penetration test at 25oC (EN
1426), Brookfield viscosity test at 135oC and 165oC (EN 13302), and the force
ductility test at 10oC (EN 13589, EN 13703).

Asphalt mixture testing

The Superpave IDT test is used to characterize the performance of the asphalt
concrete mixtures used in the study. The Superpave IDT test procedure consists
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of three different tests i.e. resilient modulus test, creep test and strength test.
The resilient modulus and creep compliance tests are used to obtain the linear
viscoelastic properties of the asphalt mixtures. In the Superpave IDT strength test,
a disc-shaped sample of asphalt mixture is loaded at a fast constant deformation
rate of 50mm/min until failure to obtain the tensile strength and fracture properties.
Figure 3.4 shows the experimental setup of the Superpave IDT test.

Figure 3.4: Experimental setup of the Superpave IDT test (Taşdemir et al. (2010))

The material properties are characterized using the observed stress and strain
response at the center of the specimen. The horizontal tensile stress (σx) is ob-
tained using Equation (3.1), where P is the applied load, t is the thickness of the
test specimen and d is the diameter of the test specimen. The horizontal tensile
strain (εx) is obtained using the relationship in Equation (3.2), where 4H is the
horizontal deformation, and GL is the gauge length. The expression for the vertical
compressive stress in the direction of the applied load in the Superpave IDT test is
given in Eq (3.3). Csx and Cex are Correction factors introduced to correct for the
effects of biaxial stress state and bulging on the test results. The correction factor
Csx and Cex are functions of the Poisson’s ratio and the horizontal and vertical
deformations, see Roque and Buttlar (1992) for details.

σx = 2P ·Csx
πtd

, (3.1)
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εx = 4H·Cex
GL

, (3.2)

σy = −6P ·Csx
πtd

= −3σx, (3.3)

Binder characterization results

The results obtained from the binder tests are provided in Table 3.1. The results
show that wax modification of the bitumen produced a stiffening effect on the
binder with a decrease in the binder penetration and an increase in the softening
point temperature. The wax modification also resulted in a general reduction in
the viscosity of the binder as observed in the Brookfield viscosity test results. This
decrease in the viscosity is a major advantage of the use of wax modification of the
binder, as mixtures can be mixed and compacted at lower temperatures without an
unnecessary lose in mixture workability for adequate compaction. The FT-paraffin
exhibits the highest stiffening effect as seen from the test results.

Table 3.1: Bitumen characteristic properties

Bitumen Penetration Softening Brookfield viscosity Brookfield viscosity Forced ductility Penetration
point (oC) (mPa s) 135oC (mPa s) 165oC (Nm) 10oC index

Unmodified 70/100 81 46 345 101 1.38 -1.1
+4% wax AB 52 85 263 82 3.54 5.1
+4% wax FT 45 89 270 80 4.03 5.2

Superpave IDT test results

The results obtained from the Superpave IDT resilient modulus test, creep compli-
ance test and strength test are presented in Table 3.2, where Mr is the resilient
modulus, D1 and m are power-law creep compliance parameters, EE, DCSE and
FE are the elastic energy, dissipated creep strain energy and the fracture energy
densities respectively. The results from the resilient modulus test show that the wax
modification results in an increase in the overall stiffness of the asphalt mixtures.
However, at −20oC, there is no significant difference in stiffness of the unmodi-
fied and Asphaltan-B wax modified asphalt mixtures. Significant influence of the
wax modification on the mixture stiffness can be observed at −10oC and 0oC with
FT-paraffin wax modified mixtures showing the highest stiffness properties. The
Superpave IDT resilient modulus test results show that there is a stiffening effect
due to the wax modification of the asphalt binder which can be quite pronounced
at higher temperatures.

The results from the creep compliance test (D1 and m-value) in Table 3.2 shows
that the wax modified mixtures have a lower m-value than the unmodified mixture.
The wax modified mixtures also exhibit lower creep rate values with the FT-paraffin
wax modified mixtures showing the lowest creep rate values at the temperatures
considered.
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The elastic energy (EE), dissipated creep strain energy (DCSE) and fracture
energy (FE) are energy thresholds obtained from the Superapve IDT strength test.
The FE corresponds to the total amount of energy the material can sustain before
the formation of a macro-crack. The DCSE has been used as a fundamental energy
threshold to evaluate the resistance of asphalt mixtures to macro-crack formation.
The values of the EE, DCSE and FE obtained are presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Summary of Superpave IDT test results

Temp Mr (GPa) D1 (1/GPa) m EE DCSE FE
AG1-O -20 20.96 0.021 0.623 0.21 0.31 0.52

-10 16.70 0.028 0.817 0.21 0.77 0.97
0 10.88 0.443 0.753 0.26 3.21 3.47

AG1-AB -20 20.68 0.024 0.598 0.23 0.41 0.63
-10 17.24 0.057 0.653 0.27 0.8 1.07
0 12.30 0.264 0.693 0.3 2.69 2.99

AG1-FT -20 22.26 0.014 0.65 0.22 0.39 0.61
-10 17.40 0.041 0.685 0.26 0.89 1.15
0 13.5 0.135 0.758 0.35 2.63 2.98

3.4 Experimental testing - Plastic deformation
characterization

The test results used for the characterization of the plastic behaviour of asphalt
concrete mixture were obtained from an earlier study by Zhang et al. (2013). The
asphalt concrete mixtures were fabricated using a commonly-used Texas Hanson
limestone with a (coarse surface) dense gradation. The optimum asphalt content of
the mixtures is 4.4% and the target air voids content is 7%. The binder used in the
fabrication of the mixtues is a NuStar binder which is one of the standard binders
used in the Asphalt Research Consortium (ARC) material library. The mixture is
designated as a NHL mixture to denote the fabrication of the mixture with a NuStar
binder mixed with Hanson limestone. The detailed fabrication process is presented
in Zhang et al. (2013).

Uniaxial Compressive Creep (UCC) test was carried out to characterize the lin-
ear viscoelastic properties of the mixtures and Unixial Compressive strength (UCS)
and triaxial compressive strength (TCS) were carried out to characterize the plastic
behaviour of the mixtures under varying strain-rates and confining pressure respec-
tively. The Unixial Compressive strength (UCS) are carried out at varying strain
rates of 18, 65, 311, 622, and 1074µε/s. The triaxial compressive strength (TCS)
are carried out at a strain-rate of 311µε/s and different levels of confining pressure
i.e. 103 kPa (15psi) and 207 kPa (30psi). The Uniaxial Compressive Creep (UCC),
the Unixial Compressive strength (UCS) and triaxial compressive strength (TCS)
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are all carried out at a temperature of 40oC. The experimental setup and loading
configuration of the uniaxial compressive creep and strength test is shown in Figure
3.5

Figure 3.5: Experimental setup of uniaxial compressive creep and strength test
(Zhang et al. (2013))



Chapter 4

Results and summary of
appended papers

4.1 Paper I - Mechanics-based Top-down Fatigue
Cracking Initiation Prediction Framework for
Asphaltic Pavements

The paper presents a morphology-based top-down fatigue cracking analysis frame-
work for asphalt pavements. Top-down cracking has been the predominant failure
mode observed in core samples evaluation in many parts of the world including
Japan, UK, Europe and the United States, e.g. Gerritsen et al. (1987); Uhlmeyer
et al. (2000). It was also reported that over 90% of the cracking in asphalt pave-
ments in the state of Florida was in the form of top-down fatigue cracking, e.g.
Uhlmeyer et al. (2000). Existing mechanistic-empirical ME design tools have not
been optimized for the prediction of top-down cracking.

The morphology-based top-down fatigue cracking analysis framework is based
on the hot-mix asphalt (HMA) fracture mechanics. The HMA fracture mechanics
identifies the existence of a fundamental mixture property i.e. Dissipated Creep
Strain Energy (DCSE), below which any damage induced in the material is heal-
able. Relationships between the morphology and the key mixture properties such
as the DCSE and healing potential are established to predict the changes in key
mixture properties over the pavement service life. These established relationships
(morphology-based sub-models) are used in the framework to predict the varia-
tions in the material properties with time. Figure 4.1 shows the description of the
top-down cracking initiation prediction framework.

Twenty-eight different pavement sections which include state roads, turnpikes
and interstates were selected for the calibration and validation of the framework.
The relevant information needed as input in the analysis framework include asphalt
mixture gradation and volumetrics, binder type, cross-sectional properties and di-
mensions, traffic, and temperature profile. The observed crack initiation time of the
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Figure 4.1: Top-down cracking initiation prediction framework

pavement sections were obtained from the FDOT database, Florida department of
transportation (FDOT) (2013). Sixteen pavement sections were selected for model
calibration and categorized into 2 different groups. Pavement sections with an an-
nual traffic volume of 100,000 ESALS or less are referred to as "low traffic volume
group" while those with annual traffic volume of more than 100,000 ESALS are
referred to as "high volume group".
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Figure 4.3: Predicted vs observed results for low volume roads

Due to the variations in the input factors that influence the long term perfor-
mance of asphalt pavement sections, a crack initiation time of ±3 years from the
observed crack initiation time in the field is considered a "good" prediction. Figures
4.2 and 4.3 show the calibration results for the medium to high volume roads and
the low volume roads respectively. For the "medium to high volume roads", it can
be seen that the predicted crack initiation time is consistent with the observed crack
initiation time except for SR80-1 that deviates from the observed value by 3.7 years.
For the "low volume roads", the predicted crack initiation time is also in the range
of acceptable prediction except for US19-2 and SR89 that deviated by more than 3
years. Twelve pavement sections are used for the validation of the model. Figure
4.4 shows the result of the model validation. The result of the validation shows
that the framework is capable of predicting the top-down crack initiation time to a
reasonable extent.
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Figure 4.4: Model validation result using 12 different pavement sections
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With the consideration of the influence of the morphology on the key mixture
properties and the use of an energy-criterion of damage computation, the framework
is able to predict the top-down crack initiation time with reasonable accuracy. The
model has accounted for the fundamental mechanism of pavement degradation on
which further study will be based. More accurate traffic characterization will further
improve the prediction capability of the framework.

4.2 Paper II - Towards Asphalt Mixture Morphology
Evaluation with the Virtual Specimen Approach

An analysis approach is presented for the meso-structural characterization based on
the X-ray computed tomography (CT) data. Using X-ray CT, the internal structure
with the distribution of the different constituents in an asphalt concrete sample is
captured. Image processing technique is used to identify, segment and quantify
the constituents into aggregates, mastic and air voids phase. An image processing
technique that can be used to systematically vary the internal structure to generate
set of specimens with different morphological parameters is proposed. The effect
of varying asphalt morphological parameters on its meso- and macro-mechanical
response is investigated in this study. Figures 4.5a and 4.5b show the scanned
asphalt concrete sample and a typical slice from the X-ray CT scan. The image
processed asphalt concrete sample and the segmentation of the different phases is
shown in Figure 4.6.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: a)Asphalt concrete sample, b) X-Ray CT slice from the scanned asphalt
concrete sample.
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(a) Asphalt concrete filtered image (b) Air-void phase

(c) Mastic phase (d) Aggregate phase

Figure 4.6: Image processed asphalt concrete sample and segmentation results

The morphology structure obtained for the asphalt core sample is called ’Struc-
ture 1’. Two different modification strategies 1 and 2 are employed in this study.
For both modification strategies, the 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm aggregate particles in
’Structure 1’ are made finer by modifying the aggregate structure using image mor-
phology erosion operation to obtain ’Structures 2-5’. For modification strategy 1,
the mastic content is held constant while the amount of air voids is increased to
compensate for the reduction in the aggregate volume while for modification strat-
egy 2, the air void content is held constant while the mastic content is allowed to
increase accordingly.

Modification strategy 1 resulted in two different structures (Structures 2 and
3) while modification strategy 2 resulted in two new structures (Structures 4 and
5). Figure 4.7 shows a description of the two different morphology modification
strategies used in the study. The 12.5 mm particle sizes in ’Structure 1’ are eroded
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by one pixel size to obtain the aggregate structure in ’Structures 2 and 4’ while the
9.5 mm particle sizes in ’Structure 2 or 4’ are eroded by one pixel to obtain the
aggregate structure in ’Structures 3 and 5’. The percentage passing the 12.5 mm
sieve size increased from 75% in ’Structure 1’ to 81.16% in ’Structures 2 and 4’. The
percentage passing the 9.5 mm sieve size increases from 47.75% in ’Structure 1’ to
48.85% in ’Structures 2 and 4’ and 55.26% in ’Structures 3 and 5’. The percentage
air voids increased from 5.2% in ’Structure 1’ to 6.9% in ’Structure 2’ and 9.4% in
’Structure 3’. Figure 4.8 shows details of the morphology structures of the cropped
region in Figure 4.6a.

Figure 4.7: Asphalt morphology modification strategies used in the study

A two-dimensional (2D) FE stress analysis is carried out to evaluate the response
of the five different morphology structures when subjected to tensile loading. The
behaviour of the different morphology structures is studied under a prescribed uni-
axial displacement of 0.1 mm applied at the top of the material at a rate of .001
mm/s for 100 s while a fixed constraint is prescribed at the bottom. Geometric
non-linearity is considered in the FE analysis to take into consideration second-
order effects as a result of the differences in the internal structure. The stones are
modeled as isotropic linear elastic materials and the mastic modeled as a viscoelas-
tic material using the generalized Maxwell’s model. The numerical simulation is
carried out a temperature of 0oC. The prescribed displacement condition is used
to obtain the effective relaxation modulus and to investigate the stress distribution
in the different morphological structures.
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Table 4.1: Mastic coating thickness and primary load carrying structure range for
the three different morphology structures

Structure 1 Structure 2 Structure 3 Structure 4 Structure 5
Mastic coating thickness (mm) 2.125 2.135 2.143 2.137 2.142
PS Range (mm) 12.5 - 4.75 12.5 - 4.75 12.5 - 4.75 12.5 - 4.75 12.5 - 4.75
Aggregate proportion in
Primary Structure (%) 75.5 74.9 74.2 74.9 74.2

(a) Structure 1 (b) Structure 2 (c) Structure 3

Figure 4.8: The three different morphological structures with cropped region

Figure 4.9 shows the plot of the effective relaxation modulus for the different
morphological structures. It can be seen from the plots in Figure 4.9 that the
morphological structures have quite a significant influence on the initial material
stiffness and the viscoelastic behaviour. ’Structure 1’ has the highest stiffness prop-
erties and it can be observed that the stiffness decreases as the aggregate gradation
becomes finer. It can also be observed that the mixtures stiffness properties de-
creases as the air voids increase with ’Structure 5’ exhibiting the lowest stiffness
properties.

At an observed macroscopic uniaxial tensile stress level of 2 MPa, the aggregate
interaction and load distribution pattern inside the mixtures are investigated. The
streamlines showing the first principal stress directions with a contour of the first
principal stress at the aggregate boundaries are shown in Figure 4.10. It can be seen
from Figure 4.10a-4.10c that as air voids content increases and the proportion of
aggregates in the primary structure decreases, less continuous load transfer chains
can be observed with more stress concentrations at the regions between interacting
aggregates. The primary structure particles in ’Structure 3’ are not fully mobilized
for load transfer due to the deficient internal structure resulting in more critical
load paths between interacting aggregates than the primary structure particles in
’Structures 1 and 2’. From Figure 4.10d and 4.10e, it can be seen that as the
mastic content increases and the proportion of aggregates in the primary structure
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: a)Effective relaxation modulus, b) Effective relaxation modulus log-log
scale.

decreases at a constant air voids content, there is an increased utilization of the
aggregate particles resulting in more stress concentrations at the regions between
interacting aggregates. In general, modification of the morphology structure results
in a deficient internal structure due to inadequate aggregate particle size range in
the load transfer function. This inadequacy results in more stress concentrations at
the mastic regions between the interacting aggregates and the utilization of more
mastic phase to mobilize load between adjacent aggregate particles. Lack of ade-
quate interacting aggregate particle sizes as observed in Figure 4.10c can result in
non-uniform distribution of loads along the cross-section of the material which can
lead to differential deformation inside the material. Under high stress conditions,
the differential deformation can result in different distresses (e.g. crack initiation
of permanent deformation) in regions without adequate primary structure due to
transfer of high stresses to the mastic phase. This can also lead to high stress con-
centrations at the air voids boundaries resulting in the degradation of the strength
properties.

The distribution of the first principal strain in the mastic phase at a macroscopic
uniaxial tensile stress level of 2 MPa is shown in Figure 4.11. Structure 1 exhibits less
strain localization in the mastic phase and this can be attributed to the availability
of adequate primary structure aggregates that helps to transfer the load between
adjacent particles in the aggregate skeleton, which results in less mobilization of
the mastic phase for load transfer. However, as the proportion of the primary
structure particles is reduced, the mastic coating around the primary structure
particles increases and more mastic phase is mobilized to transfer the load between
adjacent aggregate particles. ’Structures 2 and 3’ where the mastic content is kept
constant and the air voids content is increased exhibits more strain localization
in the mastic phase than ’Structures 4 and 5’ where the air voids content is kept
constant and the mastic content is increased. This suggests that mixtures with
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(a) Structure 1

(b) Structure 2 (c) Structure 3

(d) Structure 4 (e) Structure 5

Figure 4.10: First principal stress streamlines in aggregate boundaries at macro-
scopic uniaxial tensile stress level of 2MPa

more proportion of primary structures and less air void content have better load
distribution between the aggregates and are less likely to exhibit significant strain
localization in the mastic phase.

It can be observed from the study that as the proportion of interacting aggre-
gate particles decreases, a deficient internal structure ensue with more proportion
of the mastic phase mobilized to transfer load through the structure. As a result
of the deficiency in the internal structure, more stress concentrations develop be-
tween adjacent interacting particles and more mastic regions are subjected to high
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(a) Structure 1

(b) Structure 2 (c) Structure 3

(d) Structure 4 (e) Structure 5

Figure 4.11: First principal strain distribution at macroscopic uniaxial tensile stress
level of 2 MPa

strain localization. The critical load transfer path in the mixture is significantly
influenced by aggregate orientation and void distribution. Increasing the air voids
content accelerates strain localization and stress concentration and also results in
the rotation of the principal stress direction. Very high stress concentrations are
found around regions with principal tensile stress direction rotation.

The computational procedure presented in this article is a promising tool that
can be used to further understand the influence of the morphology and the con-
stituent mixture properties on the strength and deformation mechanisms of asphalt
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concrete mixtures. Further development of proposed micromechanical approach
will involve carrying out elaborate laboratory experiments to determine the meso-
scale material parameters, behaviour at the interface between the mastic and the
aggregates and material testing to obtain bulk material response. The fully de-
veloped procedure will provide the possibility of assessing and optimizing asphalt
morphology to meet desired functional requirements.

4.3 Paper III - Investigation of Energy-Based Crack
Initiation Threshold from Meso-Scale Asphalt
Concrete Response

The existence of a fundamental energy threshold for meso-scale crack initiation is
investigated using micromechanical modeling techniques. X-ray Computed Tomog-
raphy (CT) is used to acquire the internal structure of an asphalt concrete mixture
while Digital Image Processing (DIP) techniques is used to segment and analyze
the different phases (i.e. aggregates, mastic and air voids) present in the mixture.
Figure 4.12 shows the image of the asphalt concrete core used in this study, a sample
slice from the X-ray CT scan and the phase segmented image.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.12: a) Asphalt concrete core sample, b) sample slice from X-Ray CT scan,
c) Phase segmented asphalt concrete image

Finite Element (FE) modeling is used to simulate a tensile loading condition to
establish a critical micromechanical criterion for meso-scale crack initiation. The
aggregates are modeled as isotropic linear elastic materials with a Young’s modulus
of 25GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.2. The mastic is considered as a viscoelas-
tic material and modeled using the generalized Maxwell’s model. The numerical
simulation is carried out at a temperature of −10oC.

The paper explores the multi-scale modeling approach to relate the effect of
localized damage in the mastic phase and the global material response. Microme-
chanical modeling is used to establish localized energy threshold of damage local-
ization in the mastic and a crack-tip global damage density that has to be reached
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for the formation of a meso-scale crack relying on global strength values from the
Superpave IDT strength test at a reference deformation rate (i.e. 0.009mm/s) and
temperature (i.e. −10oC). Figure 4.13 shows a plot of the finite element mesh, the
local energy density (G) in the mastic and a plot of crack tip contour with a damage
density of 1% respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: a) FE mesh; b) Plot of meso-scale strain energy density (kJ/m3)
showing the critical damage region and contour around the critical crack tip with
1% damage density.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.14: a) Evolution of the damage density in the crack-tip contour with
respect to the global strain; b) Evolution of the global strain energy density at
different deformation rates

After establishing the critical local damage criterion and the damage density for
meso-scale crack initiation, a parametric analysis is carried out to investigate the
effect of varying deformation rates on the global strain energy density at the instance
of meso-scale crack initiation. Figure 4.14a shows the evolution of the damage
density in the crack-tip contour with respect to the global strain and Figure 4.14b
shows the evolution of the global strain energy density for the different deformation
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rates. The global critical strain energy threshold for meso-scale crack initiation is
obtained as the instance where the damage density reaches its critical value (i.e.
1% of the total crack-tip area).

Figure 4.15 shows the plot of the critical global strain energy threshold for
meso-scale crack initiation obtained from the numerical analysis. The global critical
energy threshold at the reference deformation rate of 0.009mm/s is 0.128kJ/m3.
It can be observed from Figure 4.15 that the changes in the global critical energy
threshold as a result of varying deformation rates are not significant as a 90% change
in the deformation rate from the reference value resulted in only 2.4% change in the
global critical energy threshold.

Figure 4.15: Plot of critical global strain energy threshold at the instance of meso-
scale crack initiation at different deformation rates.

The results obtained show that there are no significant differences in the values of
the critical global strain energy density at the instance of meso-scale crack initiation
obtained at different deformation rates. The findings in the study show that there
exists a fundamental global energy-threshold that is invariant of the rate of loading
for meso-scale crack initiation.

4.4 Paper IV - Energy-Based Damage and Fracture
Framework for Viscoelastic Asphalt Concrete

The paper presents the first development in the formulation of a unified damage
and plasticity framework for asphalt concrete mixtures. The existence of two dif-
ferent energy-based potentials is hypothesized to characterize the behaviour of as-
phalt concrete material response at low and high temperatures respectively. One
of the energy-based potentials is used to characterize the development of cracks at
low temperatures, while the other will be used to characterize the development of
plastic deformation at high temperatures. Both potentials can then be coupled to
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characterize the material behaviour at intermediate temperature. The integrated
potential-based model will provide improved prediction of material response at ex-
treme temperatures i.e. low and high temperature, while minimizing material pre-
diction errors at intermediate temperatures.

The paper placed particular emphasis on the development of damage and frac-
ture model for asphalt concrete mixtures. The proposed damage model is based
on continuum damage mechanics (CDM) using the strain equivalence principle,
and the thermodynamics of irreversible processes using internal state variables to
characterize the distributed damage in viscoelastic asphalt materials in the form of
micro-crack initiation and accumulation. At low temperatures and high deforma-
tion rates, micro-cracking is considered the source of non-linearity in the material
response and thus the cause of deviation from linear viscoelastic response. An
energy-based damage initiation criterion is used to identify the instance of micro-
crack initiation and a non-associated damage evolution criterion is used to derive
the micro-crack evolution by means of restrictions imposed by the second law of
thermodynamics.

The Superpave IDT test is used to characterize the performance of six different
asphalt concrete mixtures used in the study. The Superpave IDT test procedure
consists of three different tests (resilient modulus test, creep test and strength test)
which can be used to characterize the samples nondestructively and destructively.
In this study, the Superpave IDT tests are carried out at three different tempera-
ture (−20oC, −10oC and 0oC) for each test setup. The low temperature range is
considered to minimize the effect of plasticity. The linear viscoelastic response and
the strength characteristics of the mixtures are obtained from the Superpave IDT
test results.

A micro-crack initiation threshold (MCIT) is identified below which the material
response is purely linear viscoelastic. It was observed that the micro-crack initiation
threshold (MCIT) increases as the temperature increases. This results in an increase
in resistance to micro-crack formation at higher temperatures. Temperature cou-
pling is introduced to predict the damage parameters and critical micro-crack initi-
ation threshold at other temperatures not tested for. The proposed damage model
shows the capability to characterize the damage in both conventional and uncon-
ventional asphalt mixtures. Figure 4.16 shows the evolution of the micro-cracking
damage initiation threshold for AG1-mixtures from −40oC to 40oC

Internal isotropic scalar damage variable is used to estimate the distributed
damage in the material. The damage variable "D" is estimated from the Superpave
IDT strength test as a function of the experimental observed stress and the theo-
retical predicted linear viscoelastic stress response. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show
the experimental damage evolution and the model predicted damage evolution for
the conventional mixtures, AG1-0 and AG2-0 mixtures.

The proposed damage evolution law is consistent with the estimated damage
evolution in the Superpave indirect tensile (IDT) strength test with a good accuracy
at the temperatures considered. The energy-based formulation enables the extension
of the model to a wide range of temperature and easy incorporation of the healing
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Figure 4.16: Evolution of micro-crack initiation threshold (MCIT) for AG1-mixtures
from −40oC to 40oC
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Figure 4.17: Micro-crack damage evolution: model and experiment for AG1-O

and ageing phenomena.

4.5 Paper V - Interpretation of the Superpave IDT
strength test using a viscoelastic-damage
constitutive model

The paper presents a new interpretation for the Superpave IDT strength test that
considers the viscoelastic effects and the damage accumulation that accompanies
the fracture process in the Superpave IDT strength test for the identification of the
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Figure 4.18: Micro-crack damage evolution: model and experiment for AG2-O

Dissipated Creep Strain Energy (DCSE) limit from the test result.
The energy-based damage model in Paper IV is developed with assumptions

of an isotropic scalar damage representation and strain equivalence principle. The
isotropic damage representation limits the damage model in the prediction of the
three-dimensional behaviour of asphalt concrete mixtures as it assumes similar
strength characteristics in tension and compression, which is not a true representa-
tion of the behaviour of asphalt mixtures. For this reasons, the proposed damage
model in Paper IV is further developed to consider anisotropic damage evolution
and the energy equivalence principle is adopted to obtain symmetric stiffness and
compliance tensors. The anisotropic energy-based damage model is used to charac-
terize the accumulated damage in the material during the Superpave IDT strength
test to obtain the DCSE limit.

The viscoelastic model is implemented in a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) pro-
gram for the simulation of the Superpave IDT strength test at -10oC.

Figure 4.19a shows a contour plot of the typical stress distribution in the x-
direction obtained from the Superpave IDT Finite Element (FE) simulation i.e.
σ11. Very high compressive (-ve) stresses can be observed around the load ap-
plication region which can result in local failure under the loading strip usually
experienced in Superpave IDT strength tests particularly for thin specimens. The
positive component of the stress tensor is decomposed from the total stress tensor
and used with the viscoelastic damage model for the damage estimation with re-
spect to the observations in the Superpave IDT strength test. Figure 4.19b shows
a contour plot of the positive (tension) part of the stress in the x-direction σ+

11.
Figures 4.20a and 4.20b show the contour plots of the damage parameter D11

and D33 respectively at the instance of the macro-crack formation. From Figure
4.20a, regions of high damage concentrations can be observed at a region about
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(a) Stress distribution in the 11-
direction (horizontal)

(b) Positive component of the stress
tensor in the 11-direction (horizontal)

Figure 4.19: Decomposition of stress tensor in the 11-direction (horizontal)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.20: Contour plot of damage variable (a) D11 and (b) D33

25mm from the top of the specimen i.e. 1/3 the radius of the specimen, which is
outside the gauge length for the vertical LVDT.

A parametric study is performed to investigate the effect of varying deforma-
tion rates on the DCSE value obtained using the conventional approach and the
recommended approach. The parametric study is performed using four different de-
formation rates (0.5616mm/s, 0.2808mm/s, 0.1404mm/s, 0.0702mm/s) prescribed
at the top of the specimen.

Figure 4.21a shows the plot of the critical damage parameter D11 with respect to
varying deformation rates. It can be observed from Figure 4.21a that the tendency
to withstand induced damage accumulation before eventual macro-crack formation
increases as the deformation rate decreases. Figure 4.21b shows the plot of the
DCSE values obtained using both conventional approach and recommended ap-
proach. It can be observed from Figure 4.21b that the recommended approach
captures the trend in the changes in the DCSE value as a function of deforma-
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(a) Plot of critical damage parameter D11 vs de-
formation rate

(b) Plot of DCSE vs deformation rate

Figure 4.21: Plots of critical damage parameter D11 and DCSE at different defor-
mation rates

tion rate in a more consistent manner. It can also be observed that the error in
the estimation of the DCSE values using the conventional approach is minimal at
lower deformation rates, while the error estimate increases as the deformation rate
increase. The results from the plot in Figure 4.21b shows that fast loading rate
(similar to rate currently used in the Superpave IDT strength test) reduces the
effect of non-linearity on the material response. However, such fast loading rates
doesn’t necessarily guarantee an increased accuracy in the DCSE values determined
as intended in the development of the test procedure.

The result shows that the conventional approach over-estimates the DCSE value
with increasing estimation error at higher deformation rates.

4.6 Paper VI - Damage and Fracture Characterization
of Asphalt Concrete Mixtures using the
Equivalent Micro-crack Stress Approach

In this paper, an equivalent micro-crack stress approach derived from the energy-
based viscoelastic damage model by Onifade et al. (2016, 2015a) is developed and
proposed for the characterization of the cracking performance of unmodified and wax
modified asphalt concrete mixtures. The equivalent micro-crack stress is expressed
as a function of the material stiffness and a critical micro-crack initiation threshold
(MCIT), which is the viscoelastic strain-energy density at the instance of micro-
crack initiation.

Figure 4.22 shows the plot of the micro-crack initiation threshold (MCIT) ob-
tained for both unmodified and wax modified mixtures. It can be observed that
the MCIT value increases as the temperature increases due to the increase in the
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strain energy release rate at higher temperature range. The wax modified mixtures
generally have higher MCIT values than the unmodified mixture. AG1-FT exhibits
a higher MCIT value than the AG1-AB mixture at −20oC. However at −10oC and
0oC, AG1-AB has the highest MCIT values.

Figure 4.22: Plot of micro-crack initiation threshold for the unmodified (AG1-O)
and wax modified (AG1-AB, AG1-FT) mixtures.

Figure 4.23 shows a plot of the equivalent micro-crack stress (σmc) for unmod-
ified (AG1-O) and wax modified (AG1-AB and AG1-FT) mixtures at different
temperatures. The wax modified mixtures possess higher equivalent micro-crack
stress (σmc) with FT-paraffin wax modified mixture exhibiting the highest equiv-
alent micro-crack stress (σmc) values. It can be observed that as the temperature
increases, the equivalent micro-crack stress (σmc) decreases and the overall mixture
resistance to micro-crack formation decreases in the absence of any damage hard-
ening mechanism. It is important to note that the MCIT values obtained at low
temperatures do not include the influence of plastic or viscoplastic response on the
fracture behaviour.

A Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is carried out to assess the fatigue behaviour of
the mixtures and to evaluate the validity of the equivalent micro-crack stress (σmc)
in Equation 2.44 for repetitive load conditions. The linear viscoelastic and damage
parameters obtained from the Superpave IDT tests are used to model the material
behaviour in the linear viscoelastic and damage regime. A three-dimensional uniax-
ial condition is considered with the material subjected to a haversine load function
in Equation 4.1.

σ = [sin(3πt)sin(3πt) + 0.2] ·600kPa (4.1)

where σ is the applied pressure, and t is time. The load function in Equation (4.1)
is repeated after every 1 second period. From Equation 4.1, the applied maximum
and minimum pressure are 720kPa and 120kPa respectively.
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Figure 4.23: Plot of the equivalent micro-crack initiation stress (σmc) for unmodified
(AG1-O) and wax modified (AG1-AB and AG1-FT) mixtures at different temper-
atures

Table 4.2 shows a summary of the number of cycles to micro-crack initiation for
the unmodified (AG1-O) and modified (AG1-AB and AG1-FT) mixtures at −10oC
and 0oC.

Table 4.2: Number of cycles to micro-crack initiation (Nmc) at −10oC and 0oC

AG1-O AG1-AB AG1-FT
−10oC 252 440 442

0oC 26 118 133

Figure 4.24 shows a plot of the number of cycles to micro-crack initiation (Nmc)
and the equivalent micro-crack stress (σmc) for unmodified (AG1-O) and wax mod-
ified (AG1-AB and AG1-FT) mixtures. It can be observed from Figure 4.24 that
there is a good correlation between the number of cycles to micro-crack initiation
(Nmc) from the fatigue simulation results and the equivalent micro-crack stress
(σmc) obtained from Equation 2.44. The number of cycles to micro-crack initiation
(Nmc) increases as the equivalent micro-crack stress (σmc) increases. The wax mod-
ified mixtures can be easily distinguished from the unmodified mixture from the
Nmc - σmc relationship. It can be observed that the wax-modified mixtures show
a rapid increase in micro-crack resistance with respect to changes in the equivalent
micro-crack stress (σmc). The wax-modified mixtures exhibit a higher Nmc - σmc
slope value between 2763 and 3035, while the unmodified mixture exhibit a slope
of 1500.

The result from this research provides valuable material cracking performance
information that can be used as the basis for the selection of materials for specific
engineering purpose.
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Figure 4.24: Plot of Number of cycles to micro-crack initiation (Nmc) and the equiv-
alent micro-crack initiation stress (σmc) for unmodified (AG1-O) and wax modified
(AG1-AB and AG1-FT) mixtures.

4.7 Paper VII - Continuum Plasticity Mechanics - An
energy-based plasticity model

In this paper, a new continuum plasticity mechanics (CPM) model has been de-
veloped for elastoplastic and viscoelastoplastic theories within a thermodynamic
framework based on the principles of strain equivalence with effective and nominal
configurations defined to distinguish linear and non-linear (plastic) response. The
new CPM model identifies the existence of energy-based threshold for the initiation
and evolution of plastic deformation. An internal state variable referred to as the
"plasticity variable" is introduced to account for the distributed cumulative disloca-
tions in the material microstructure. A CPM constitutive relationship is established
to obtain the stress as a function of the plasticity variable. The constitutive rela-
tionship of the CPM model is derived for the plastic behaviour in one principal
direction.

The energy-based yield function takes a similar form as that of the Drucker-
Prager criterion except that the deviatoric and volumetric energy density is used in
the yield formulation instead of their stress counterpart. Decoupling of the energy
density into deviatoric and volumetric components allows for the modeling of a wide
range of materials including pressure sensitive materials such as asphalt concrete
mixtures. Table 4.3 shows the Prony series relaxation parameters used to model
the viscoelastic response of the asphalt mixture used in the study with a constant
Poisson’s ratio of 0.243.

Table 4.3: Prony series parameters for NHL mixture

E∞ (Gpa) E1 (Gpa) E2 (Gpa) τ1 (s) τ2 (s)
0.1942 0.9692 0.1232 0.51 16.38
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Figure 4.25 shows the result of the validation of the CPM model for the asphalt
concrete materials used in the study at different confinement pressures (0 kPa, 103
kPa and 206 kPa) at a strain rate of 311µε/s. It can be observed in Figure 4.25 that
the CPM model is capable of capturing the effect of varying levels of confinement
on the plastic behaviour of the material. The deviation between the experimental
response and model prediction in the post-peak region for the uniaxial compressive
condition can be attributed to the initiation and propagation of cracks that arises in
the later stages of the compressive strength test. Figure 4.26 shows the result of the
experimental and the CPM model prediction at different strain rates (18, 65, 311
and 622 µε/s). It can be observed in Figure 4.26 that the CPM model is capable of
capturing the effect of varying strain rates on the plastic behaviour of the material
without the need for the determination and consideration of rate-dependency pa-
rameters usually required in modeling viscoplasticity using traditional stress-based
viscoplasticity model. It can be seen that there is a close match between experimen-
tal response and the model prediction for a wide range of strain-rates considered.

Figure 4.25: Experimental and CPM model prediction for viscoelastic-plastic as-
phalt concrete materials at different confining pressure

Figure 4.27 shows the plot of the evolution of the plasticity variable P with
respect to the axial strain at different strain rates and confining pressure. The
plasticity variable, P is 0 in the absence of plastic deformation and the strain at
the instance of initiation of plastic deformation is referred to as the "plasticity
initiation strain". From Figure 4.27, it can be observed that the plasticity initiation
strain decreases with increasing strain rate, while the plasticity initiation strain
increases with increasing confining pressure. Generally, it can be observed that
the rate of accumulation of plastic deformation decreases with persistent plastic
loading conditions. Figure 4.28 shows the evolution of the pseudo-strain energy
density function W ∗ with respect to the axial strain. It can be observed that the
rate of change of W ∗ decreases with increasing confining pressure and decreasing
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Figure 4.26: Experimental and CPM model prediction for viscoelastic-plastic as-
phalt concrete materials at different strain rates

strain rate.

Figure 4.27: Evolution of plasticity variable P at different strain rates and confining
pressure

A sensitivity analysis is carried out to investigate the influence of the pressure
sensitivity parameter α on the plastic behaviour of the asphalt concrete mixture
used in the study. A range of values of the pressure sensitivity parameter α (i.e 0 -
12) is considered and used in the analysis.

Figure 4.29 shows the axial stress plotted as a function of the axial strain for
the six different values of α at a strain rate of 300µε/s. An increase of the stress
value can be observed for an increase in the pressure sensitivity parameter α. Figure
4.30 shows the evolution of the plasticity variable for the different values of α. It
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Figure 4.28: Evolution of pseudoenergy W ∗ at different strain rates and confining
pressure

can be observed that the rate of accumulation of plastic deformation decreases with
increase in the pressure sensitivity parameter α. It can as well be observed that the
material can withstand more strain before the initiation of plastic deformation as
the value of α increases.

Figure 4.29: Influence of the pressure sensitivity parameter α on the stress response

Figure 4.31 shows the evolution of the pseudoenergy as a function of the axial
strain for the different values of α. It can be observed that the rate of accumulation
of the pseudoenergy decreases as the value of α increases which results in a decreased
potential for the initiation and evolution of plastic deformation. Figure 4.32 shows
the plot of the plastic dissipation Φp for different values of α. It can be observed
that the rate of plastic dissipation decreases with increasing value of α and the
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Figure 4.30: Influence of the pressure sensitivity parameter α on the evolution of
the plasticity variable P

strain at which the maximum plastic dissipation value is attained increases with
increasing value of α.

Figure 4.31: Influence of the pressure sensitivity parameter α on the evolution of
the pseudo-strain energy density W ∗

The CPM model is also used to investigate the plastic behaviour of asphalt
concrete under uniaxial compressive and uniaxial tensile conditions at a strain rate
of 300µε/s. Figure 4.33 shows a plot of the stress as a function of the axial strain
under uniaxial compressive and uniaxial tensile conditions. It can be observed from
Figure 4.33 that the material shows higher ultimate strength value in compressive
load condition when compared to the tensile loading condition, a behaviour typically
observed in pressure sensitive materials such as asphalt concrete. Figure 4.34 shows
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Figure 4.32: Influence of the pressure sensitivity parameter α on the the plastic
dissipation Φp

the evolution of the plasticity variable P under uniaxial compressive and tensile
loading conditions. It can be observed that the material exhibits lower plasticity
initiation strain and higher rate of accumulation of plastic deformation in tensile
loading condition compared to the uniaxial compressive condition.

Figure 4.33: Plot of stress vs strain under uniaxial compression and uniaxial tension
conditions at 300µε/s

The result of the CPM model validation shows that the energy-based formula-
tion is capable of predicting the plastic behaviour of viscoelasto-plastic materials at
different confinement levels and different strain rates without the need for the deter-
mination and consideration of strain-rate dependency parameters in the constitutive
relationships. The CPM model formulation also allows for the modeling of the re-
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Figure 4.34: Evolution of plasticity variable P under uniaxial compression and
uniaxial tension conditions at 300µε/s

sponse of pressure sensitive materials under purely hydrostatic conditions without
the need for the introduction of a cap in the yield criterion, usually required in
the traditional Drucker-Prager criterion. The new constitutive model simplifies the
modeling approach to consider the complexities associated with the existing stress-
based models in taking into account the strain-rate and effect of hydrostatic stress
on the plastic behaviour. The CPM model can be coupled with a damage model
in a unified energy-based framework to model the full range of material behaviour
exhibiting both plasticity and damage.

4.8 Unified energy-based damage and plasticity model

The unified energy-based damage and plasticity model presented in section 2.8 is im-
plemented in Comsol Multiphysics® for numerical simulation and model validation.
The implementation of the unified energy-based model requires the determination of
the Prony series parameters, the damage parameters and the plasticity parameters.

The viscoelastic material parameters are identified from a creep test where the
creep compliance is converted into relaxation spectrum and fitted with a Prony series
model to model the viscoelastic material response. The prony series parameters are
presented in Table 4.3.

The damage model parameters are identified using the Uniaxial Compressive
Strength (UCS) test results at a strain rate 311µε/s. The CPM model is used
to predict the viscoelastic-plastic materials and to obtain the plasticity variable P
that describes the instance of initiation and evolution of plastic deformation under
monotonic loading condition. The expression in Equation 2.103 is used to obtain
the evolution of the damage driving force Y with incremental loading. The critical
damage initiation energy threshold So is obtained as the value of Y at the instance
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of deviation of the effective plastic stress from the experimental stress response. The
evolution of the damage variable D is derived from Equation 2.94 and expressed as:

D = 1− σ +
∑n
i Ēiε

v
i

(1− P )Ēoε+ PĒoεeo
(4.2)

The evolution of the softening energy density R∗ with respect to the damage
variable P is fitted into an equation of the form in Equation 2.106 to obtain c1, c2,
d1 and d2. The results of the damage material parameter identification is presented
in Table 4.4. The pressure sensitivity parameter α is identified earlier in the CPM
model using uniaxial and triaxial compressive strength tests. The results of the
plasticity model parameters using the CPM framework is presented in Table 4.5.

Table 4.4: Summary of unified energy-based model - Damage parameters for NHL
asphalt mixture at 40oC

α So(kJ/m3) c1(kJ/m3) d1 c2(kJ/m3) d2
NHL asphalt 8.235 0.2846 -0.4121 -232.5 0.4043 149.8

Table 4.5: Summary of unified energy-based model - Plasticity parameters for NHL
asphalt mixture at 40oC

α β(kJ/m3) a1(kJ/m3) b1 a2(kJ/m3) b2
NHL asphalt 8.235 0.07099 1.952e-11 181.9 0.0266 30.87

Figure 4.35 shows the result of the experiment and the unified energy-based
model prediction of the uniaxial compressive strength test at a strain rate of 311µε/s.
It can be observed from Figure 4.35 that the unified energy-based damage and plas-
ticity model is capable of predicting the full range of the material response when a
damage model is coupled to the CPM model.

A parametric study is carried out to investigate the influence of varying strain
rate on the model prediction. The identified model parameters in Tables 4.4 and
4.5 are used in the parametric study and a wide range of strain rates (i.e. 75, 150,
300, 600, 1200µε/s) is considered. Figure 4.36 shows the model stress response
prediction at the different strain rates. It can be observed from Figure 4.36 that
the ultimate compressive strength increases with increasing strain rate. It can be
observed that material exhibits distinctive post peak stress response at the different
strain rates considered.

Figure 4.37 show a plot of the evolution of the plasticity variable P at different
strain rates. It can be observed from Figure 4.37 that the plastic deformation
initiation strain value increases as the strain rate decreases due to the possibility to
relax stresses at lower strain rates. However, the plasticity variable P approaches
an asymptotic value of 0.14. Figure 4.38 shows the plot of the evolution of the
damage variable D at different strain rates. It can be observed from Figure 4.38
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Figure 4.35: Experimental vs unified energy-based model prediction of uniaxial
compressive strength test response at 311µε/s

Figure 4.36: Influence of the strain rate on model stress response prediction

that at the highest strain rate (i.e. 1200µε/s), the evolution of the damage variable
is linearly proportional to the strain due to reduced viscous effect on the material
behaviour at fast loading rates. It can also be observed that the damage initiation
strain increases as the strain rate decreases. However, it can be seen that in the
case of damage associated with plasticity, the material shows higher rate of damage
accumulation as the strain rate decreases.

The unified energy-based damage and plasticity model is used to investigate the
behaviour of asphalt concrete in tension and compression assuming uniaxial bound-
ary conditions at a strain rate of 300µε/s. Figure 4.39 shows a plot of the stress
response under uniaxial compressive and tensile conditions. It can be observed from
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Figure 4.37: Evolution of plasticity variable P at different strain rates

Figure 4.38: Evolution of damage variable D at different strain rates

Figure 4.39 that the ultimate strength in compression is about 37% greater than
the strength in tension. Figure 4.40 shows a plot of the evolution of the plastic-
ity variable P and the damage variable D under uniaxial compressive and tensile
conditions. It can be observed from Figure 4.40 that in both uniaxial compressive
and tensile conditions, the plastic deformation initiates in the material before the
initiation of damage. The plasticity variable approaches an asymptotic value which
results in the saturation of the stress response under purely plastic conditions. It
can as well be observed that the material exhibits higher damage initiation strain
in the uniaxial compressive condition when compared to the tensile loading condi-
tion. The material also exhibits a higher rate of damage evolution in tensile loading
condition.
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Figure 4.39: Unified energy-based model stress prediction under uniaxial compres-
sive and tensile conditions.

Figure 4.40: Evolution of the plasticity variable P and the damage variable D under
uniaxial compressive and tensile conditions.





Chapter 5

Conclusions

The thesis is focused on developing more in-depth understanding of the influence
of the asphalt mixture constituent in the meso-scale on the bulk material response
and on the development of consistent energy-based damage and plastic deformation
models for asphalt concrete mixtures. The work in this thesis combines experi-
mental investigation, numerical simulations using Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
and advanced characterization techniques such as the use of X-Ray CT and digital
image processing for characterization, material model parameter determination and
modeling of the asphalt mixtures behaviour.

Micromechanical modeling is used to study the complex interaction between
the asphalt mixture constituents at the meso-scale. It can be observed from the
study that as the proportion of interacting aggregate particles decreases, a deficient
internal structure ensue with more proportion of the mastic phase mobilized to
transfer load through the structure. As a result of the deficiency in the internal
structure, more stress concentrations develop between adjacent interacting particles
and more mastic regions are subjected to high strain localization. Also, the critical
load transfer path in the mixture is significantly influenced by aggregate orientation
and void distribution. Increasing the air voids content accelerates strain localization
and stress concentration and also results in the rotation of the principal stress
direction. Very high stress concentrations are found around regions with principal
tensile stress direction rotation. Meso-structural characterization using multiscale
modeling techniques have also be used to investigate the existence of a fundamental
global energy threshold for meso-scale crack initiation. The results show that there
are no significant differences in the values of the global strain energy density at
the instance of meso-scale crack initiation obtained at different deformation rates.
The findings show that there exists a fundamental global energy-threshold that is
invariant of the rate of loading for meso-scale crack initiation.

Based on the findings from the meso-structural analysis and the existence of
a fundamental global energy-threshold for crack initiation, an energy-based dam-
age model is developed for the description of micro-damage initiation in the form
of micro-cracking and coalescence to form a macro-crack. The proposed energy-
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based damage model is consistent with experimental results from the Superpave
IDT strength test at the different temperatures considered. The validity of the as-
sumptions made in the interpretation of the Superpave IDT strength test using the
conventional approach is evaluated using an anisotropic form of the energy-based
damage model. The result shows that the conventional approach over-estimates
the DCSE value with increasing estimation error at higher deformation rates. The
results also show consideration of the viscoelastic effects and the damage accumula-
tion that accompanies the fracture process is necessary to capture the trend in the
changes in the DCSE value as a function of deformation rate in a more consistent
manner. The equivalent micro-crack stress parameter derived from the energy-based
damage model can be used to characterize the cracking performance of unmodified
and wax modified mixtures using fundamental material properties which includes
the stiffness, viscoelastic material parameters and the critical energy threshold for
crack initiation. The result of the analysis shows that the number of cycles to micro-
crack initiation increases as the equivalent micro-crack stress value increases. The
equivalent micro-crack stress is an indicator of the cracking performance of asphalt
mixtures that can be used as a criterion for crack initiation in pavement analysis
and as the basis for the quick selection of materials for specific engineering purpose.

The CPM model presents an energy-based criterion that can be used to derive
the initiation and propagation of plastic deformation in asphalt concrete mixtures.
The CPM model is capable of predicting the viscoelasto-plastic behaviour of as-
phalt concrete under varying strain-rate and confinements without the need for
the determination and consideration of strain-rate dependency parameters in the
constitutive model. The CPM model is also capable of modeling the behaviour of
asphalt concrete mixtures under pure hydrostatic stress states without the need for
the consideration of a cap in the yield criterion. The CPM model unifies existing
elasto-plastic and viscoelasto-plastic theories and provides and energy-based plas-
ticity framework for coupling with damage. The CPM model is coupled with a
damage model in a unified energy-based damage and plasticity model. The unified-
energy based model is capable of predicting the full range of material response
compared with experimental observations from uniaxial compressive strength test.
The unified damage and plasticity model can be used to identify the damage and
plasticity parameters from a single test, e.g. uniaxial compressive strength test,
thereby reducing the number of experiments required to determine full range of
material parameters which will in turn save time and money.

Incorporation of the meso-structural computational procedure and energy-based
damage and plasticity models in a multi-scale analysis framework will provide the
basis for more robust analytical techniques in the design and analysis of asphalt
pavements with which mixture morphology can be optimized to meet certain func-
tional requirements. This development will present the opportunity for the real-
ization of performance-based specifications for asphalt mix design and reduce or
totally eliminate the black boxes in pavement design. This will as well reduce the
empiricism associated with pavement design, reduce need for extensive calibration
and validation, and advance pavement design to a new level science and engineering.



Chapter 6

Recommendations and future
work

The following suggestions are recommendation for the further improvement and
development of the work presented in this thesis:

• Further development and validation of the damage model using experimental
setup with more uniform state of stress such the direct tension test and loading
conditions.

• Further validation of the plasticity models using different types of asphalt
concrete mixtures and loading conditions, e.g., repetitive loading, multiple
stress creep and recovery test.

• Investigation of the influence of temperature on the CPM model parameters.

• Further development and generalization of the damage model for the predic-
tion thermal cracking in asphalt concrete mixture.

• Further investigation of the equivalent micro-crack stress as a crack initiation
criterion for asphalt pavements performance evaluation.

• Further development and implementation of the energy-based damage and
plasticity model for pavement performance analysis.

• Incorporation of complex phenomenon such as healing and aging into the
energy-based models in a thermodynamically consistent manner for more ac-
curate representation and prediction of short and long-term material response.
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